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ABSTRACT

The branching random walk is a Galton-Watson process with the additional
feature that people have positions. The initial ancestor is at the origin.
Let l^r\ be the positions on the real line of his children. The people in
the nth generation give birth independently of one another and of the
preceeding generations to form the (n-*l )th generation and the positions of
the children of an nth generation person at x has the same distributions
as J-^J +x} . Let $3 r J ^e "^ne positions of the nth generation people in
this process.
In the first chapter the convergence of certain martingales associated
with this process is examined. A generalization of the Kesten-Stigum theorem
for the Galton-Watson process is obtained. The convergence of one of these
martingales is shown to be closely related to some known results on the
growth rate of age-dependent branching process,
If &

is the position of the person on the extreme left of the nth

generation then it is shown in the second chapter that & /n "~^ o
some constant %

for

when the process survives. Subsequent chapters are

generalizations of this result.

Thus the same result holds for a multitype

process with a finite number of different types and a weaker result holds
vrhen there is a countable number of different types. The generalization
/ \

o

to the branching random walk on |R

is also considered.

Let

£

be the

set of points £5/o t f. It is shown that there is a compact convex set
&

such that

^£

when the process survives where A

suitable metric on the compact subsets of RV
are proved under the 'natural 1 conditions

is a

.(All of these results
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P. INTRODUCTION

The branching random walk on the real line can be described in the
following way, An initial ancestor, who forms the zeroth generation, is
created at the origin. He produces children to form the first generation
and their positions are given by the point process Z on the real line; Z
is a random locally finite counting measure on the line. As usual in branching
processes the people in the nth generation give birth independently of one
another and of the preceeding generations, in a way similar to that of the
initial ancestor, to form the (n+l)th generation. To be more precise, let
fn)

/

\

J- be the <r-field generated by all of the births in the first (n+1) generations
counting the zeroth. The point process describing the positions of the children
0,tn)

of an nth generation person at the point x is independent of «/ and has the
same distributions as the point process Z(*-x), thus if the origin were moved
to x it would have the same distributions as Z. This explains how the process
is built up. Let £5^} *>e an enumeration of the positions of the nth generation
people. (The first generation is countable by assumption and therefore the
same must be true of the nth generation.) Ney (196*0 describes a process like
the one described above, except that people have only finitely many children.
The first two chapters of this thesis are concerned with the branching random
walk on the real line. A variety of generalizations of this process will also
be considered. They will be introduced in the appropriate places.
When Z is concentrated on (#, °») instead of considering I^rfto be the
positions of the nth generation people they may be considered to be their
birth times. Then the branching random walk obtained is closely related to
the model for a population that is described by Crump and Mode (1968). In
that model the added complication of death is introduced. This connection
will be amplified upon at the end of the first chapter. In particular the
Bellman-Harris process, which is a special case of the processes described
by Crump and Mode, falls directly into the above framework. In the BellmanHarris process the initial ancestor lives for a random length of time,l , and

then produces N children who behave in a similar way and so on (N is random).
This is a branching random walk with Z(-*>,y) = Nl(y) where I is the indicator
function of the interval
The generation sizes in the branching random walk form a GaltonWatson process, which we will refer to as the embedded Galton-Watson process.
The probability generating function of this process will be denoted by f ,
and its iterates by fn . (in general quantities associated with the nth generation
of the branching random walk will have a bracketed superscript n unless they
can be interpreted as the nth iterate or power of the first generation
quantity in which case the brackets will be omitted.) Since we do not exclude
the possibility that a person may have infinitely many children it is possible
that f is discontinuous at one. Let S be the event that there are people
in every generation, and let IPC.S1
£

be its probability. The symbols IP and

are used for probability and expectation throughout. We will be concerned

with the asymptotic properties of the branching random walk on S and so will
want this event to have positive probability. We will assume that the expected
number of people in the first generation, EC^-C'^^J, is strictly greater
that one. It is then true that IPC^I is the unique root in ( 0,1*1

to the

equation

f ( t - iPrsi = ! \
When f is continuous at one this and all of the other results that we will
need on the Galton-Watson process are contained in Harris (1963); the extensions
to cover the possibility that a person may have an infinite number of children
are straightforward. They are discussed in a short Appendix; however the
references in the text are given to Harris's book.
Let fn(0) be defined by

Notice that m(o) is the expected number of people in the first generation
and so it has been assumed that

The process is said to "be supercritical when this condition holds. It is
shown at the start of the first chapter that when ro(0) is finite and
is defined by

f

M\ I

then {YY 0} is a positive martingale with respect to the ^-fields
As it is positive this martingale has an almost sure limit, W(&). When m(o)
is finite the martingale W (O) reduces to a well-known martingale that
occurs in the theory of the Galton-Watson process. In this case, by the
Kesten-Stigum theorem, see Athreya and Ney (1972, § 1.10) , the condition

cj

is necessary and sufficient for

(tCW(o)]=l and when it fails W(OUO. The

main problem examined in the first chapter is when does KVV^fl-l? Some
sufficient conditions for this to occur were obtained by Kingman (1975).
The approach here is quite different from his and the conditions obtained
are, subject to mild side conditions, necessary and sufficient,
The remainder of the thesis, that is Chapters II-VI, is concerned
with a collection of closely related problems. Let B

be defined by

(0.3)
then the second chapter is concerned with the asymptotic properties of
on S. It is shown that there is a constant Jf*

:>

o

A. ii

0t,
/(\

such that

cm Oj

f V

The study of the asymptotic behaviour of B(0

with n was initiated by

Hammersley (197*0 and continued by Kingman (1975). Hammersley considered
the problem for the Bellman-Harris process and Kingman, using another
approach which depended on the martingale. V/V), treated the branching

(0.4)

random walk in which Z is concentrated on (0,*>) . In each of these cases B
may be interpreted as the time of the first birth in the nth generation.
The possibility that the results obtained could be extended to more general
branching random walks was suggested to Professor Kingman by Professor H.M.
Taylor.
Some comments that are made in the third section of the second chapter
show that the analogous problem to (O.*0 for the branching random walk in
p
&
is to describe its asymptotic 'shape*. This is the subject of the third
chapter and a satisfactory solution is obtained. The fourth chapter establishes
(O.*0 for a branching random walk on the real line in which people can be
one of a finite number of different types. The fifth chapter establishes
(0.^) for a process which is not really a branching random walk but is closely
related to the multitype branching random walk. In the sixth and final chapter
the multitype branching random walk is again considered but this time
it has a countable number of different types. A result that is weaker than
(O.Jf) is esablished. Throughout Chapters II-VI the idea is to use the known
results about the branching random walk to deduce results about its
generalizations. Thus Kingman's result (l9?5»Theorem V) plays a crucial role
in Chapter II and the Theorem proved there in its turn plays a crucial role
in the subsequent chapters. The topic considered in the first chapter is
related to that considered in later ones, though the main results are
independent.
Each chapter in this thesis has its own Introduction which provides
more indication of the material in the chapter than is given above. All of
the main results are stated as Theorems or Corollaries, usually after they
have been proved. Some results which seem to be of independent interest
while not qualifying for the status of a main result are stated as Propositions.
Anything stated as a Lemma is used later in the thesis. The end of a proof
is indicated by Q. The numbering system is self-explanatory.

I, MARTINGALE CONVERGECE IN THE BRANCHING
RANDOM WALK.

We will first show that when <*(£) is finite and V/7e) is defined
by (0.2) then ?V/?0)jis a martingale with respect to the r-fields *^

. Let

\ JSW] be the positions of the children of the nth generation person at ~3 <- .
Then, since each person in the (n+l)th generation must have a parent in the
nth generation

*»

Now, given 3

, the term in braces is, for each r, just an independent copy

of

Thus by taking expectations of this express ion t and using (O.l), first conditional
*ti*>
on j and then unconditionally we can see that

•

(1.0.2)

Also, when fn(#) is finite,
If^A

I

J -

«sj(rO-\

and so ?Vu0)j is a positive martingale with repect to the r -fields

;r . This

proof is essentially that given by Kingman (I9?5f Theorem l) although he was
only considering the case when 3*^ >o ^or ^^ r » ^ similar result for a less
general process is given in Athreya and Ney (1972 §6.*0. As this martingale
is positive it has, by the martingale convergence theorem, an almost sure
limit, W(0\ and by Fatou's lemma

$ i. .
Throughout this chapter we will assume that

(1.0.
m(0) is finite for some

, then m(0) is the Laplace-Stielt jes transform of the increasing function

F(t) defined by

We will take

0

to be confined to the interval

\ & • <*(Q}«*\ in this

chapter.
It is of interest to know when W(&) can be used to close the
martingale. This is so if and only if Ewfe-When Z is concentrated on
6)
(&,<*>) and W (0) has a finite variance Kingman (1975) showed that for some
^>o

<£Uwf©)3=l if 0$0<J

and noted that

Er[vV^]<lwhen 0 >$ .

This was sufficient to allow him to solve the problem that he was considering

(extensions of which are the subject of the other chapters of this thesis)
since the finite variance assumption on w'(e^ could be removed at a later
stage.
Let £ *^(f)5 ^e ^ne positions of the descendents in the nth generation
of the person at 7^

in the first generation. Then as in (l.O.l)

and so

Crf''

-

fr»-li

j

^-A

where given ^ f \ Vw^ (&>\ are independent copies of W (®\ If we now let
n tend to infinity we see that

d.0.5)
where given <r

\ Wr (0)J are independent copies of Wfe). It follows that if

is the Laplace transform of Wfe) then it will satisfy the functional
equation
(1.0.6)

(The empty product is taken to be one throughout.)
As was mentioned in the Introduction the martingale V/°p^ is a wellknown martingale in the theory of the Galton-Watson process. It is possible
to base a proof of the Kesten-Stigum theorem on the functional equation
(1.0.6), which now simplifies to ?("> = f(<^ ("Mo))) f and this is done by Athreya
and Ney (1972 $1.10). In a similar spirit the first section of this chapter
is devoted to a study of the functional equation (1.0.6). The second section
converts these results into results about KWfe>] to obtain a generalization
of the Kesten-Stigum theorem appropriate to the martingale

W (6) . In many

ways the most interesting special case occurs when a Malthusian parameter
exists (that is when there is an *t

for which ft^-l). This case is considered

in greater detail in the final section. It is in that section that the
relationship between the branching random walk and the Crump-Mode process
is developed.

I.I The functional equation
We will discuss the functional equation (1.0.6) in the following
framework. Let Y be a point process on (- «*», °°>
1 jjii to be the set of real numbers for which
Borel set B. Let

= -Cx

with $U YC-***"}) > \| > ^. Take
Yfe) = ^i*' jji^&l

f°r anv

and assume that

E DC 8x1 * 1.
This slightly odd construction allows

^.

to have an accumulation point

at zero but not elsewhere. Let £^ be the set of Laplace transforms of
probability distributions on p^o>) with f iniie non-zero mean ix . If <^ C
then

TT
f fag * j > expf-ui
t.rjj) -* 1 *> /
iN
'
/ ijtf y
since

y;

is finite almost surely. Thus the product

and we may define the mapping H on <£,, by

»J:) is convergent

8
If £g;3

are independent identically distributed random variables with
f-" 9:5] and if JQ;]

Since

^yiOi^fu

H maps

is also independent of Y then

^

into itself. A fixed point of H in

will satisfy the functional equation

u) ^ Errrcj»(uaii].

(1.1.3)

Clearly (1.0.6) is such an equation. Notice that if £*<£**
then $)T-) is in £*

and

and is also a fixed point of H. Thus in searching

for solutions to (1.1.3) in <A^ we may as well take yi* = l . The subscript 1
will therefore be dropped from </A .
When

%L < L

for all i the existence of a fixed point of H in

has been considered by Doney (1972) and the methods used in this section
are similar to those employed by him in that paper and in a subsequent one
(1973). He was considering a different problem from the one considered in
this chapter and the restriction that #;<4.

was natural in that context.

The final section of this chapter explains why the same functional equation
cropped up in that study and this one. Xn the first half of this section
sufficient conditions for the equation <^~ft^ to have an <£ -solution are
found, while some necessary ones are found in the second half.
To derive the sufficient conditions let
and
then, because H maps *£.

C

= H <>_

into itself, <£n e &

(I.I
. When f fyrt \ converges the

limit must be a Laplace transform (essentially because the constant mean
implies tightness) and, by the dominated convergence theorem, a solution
to (1.1.3); if the derivative of this limit at u=0 is one then this solution
is in £
Let

.

£Xii be independent identically distributed random variables
r»
and let S n = £T Xj. .We will need the following lemma which applies when

E.COC+P] is finite. ( X+= maxTx.o} , X"» max {-X,o} )
Lemma 1,1.1
(PC Sn >, cn

Proof .

< «

for all

0

Define the truncated random variables A»v

T - X, if )f. >, -T

and let S= S X

and

by

Xr= -T if X;< -T

; then Sj^ S. Now if we let %>T= KCX^]

then

PC $•,.

When C b. ED(3and T is sufficiently large C-VT> o
then finite because CD*?")*]

and the final sum is

is finite, Erdo's (19^9). U

By the dominated convergence theorem

for all z ^ 0. Therefore, as

L5J5j

= i we may define the distribution

function G by the formula

The random variables X- will be taken to have the distribution function G
from now on in this section. These auxiliary random variables are a powerful
tool in tackling the problem that we are considering. The next lemma shows
how expressions containing ui/
q's may be rewritten concisely in terms of X * .
It is very similar to Lemma 1 in Bingham and Doney (1975).
Lemma 1.1.2,

Proof,

Let Y be the random measure which attaches the weight M L

the point log u. , then

to

10

as required. The final equality is essentially Fubini's theorem.
Proposition 1.1.3
If
and

then the equation <J> = H (j>
Proof.

has a unique solution in

The inequality

|TTol. -

(1.1.6)

holds whenever o^B^ £ 1. for all i. If we let

U

then from (I.1.2),(l.l.4) f (1.1.6) and Lemma 1.1.2.

ft+»

Iterating this inequality gives

(1.1.7)

<Ul

The function ^ defined by

exf (1.1.8)

is increasing with u and a(u} $ 4^(0). Therefore, for any c,
«a
rv
* .
Ai .l rt v.u3 ^

to
Y?
A»
^r»

(1.1.9)

11

If we take c satisfying the inequalities
0> -C

. logy!]

by Lemma

then, since again by Lemma 1.1.2

Lemma 1.1.1 shows that £tfCSn>x -e\c} is finite. Also %¥(*£**) is finite
since KHS^M ^jOCjjMl is finite, Doney (1972, Lemma 3». Therefore
is finite and so lim 6(u) must exist. Furthermore

- e-u
= 0 , therefore we may let u tend to zero in (1,1.9) and use the
.
dominated convergence theorem to show that lim fn (<*} is in
and

It only remains to esablish that lim
anc*

to (1.1.3).

is the only 3 -solution

are ^wo ^-solutions to (1.1.3)

>

then g(0+) = 0. Now, as in (l.l.?) f

^fa) $ ECg(u ^xpSftYJand since exp

tends to zero almost surely we can see that g(u) = O.F]
The method used to bound the .right hand side of the inequality (1.1.9)
is similar to that used by Doney (1972, Lemma ^.2). At first sight it might
seem that a more refined bound would allow the condition that
be finite to be relaxed. However a slightly different approach to this bound
suggests that this is not so. Notice that
<*»

CO

CD

where U is the renewal measure 1' CT

( £ * is the n-fold convolution of G)B

12
Then

~' o&

r (1^*3 a UNA ^ ut&co} +
'

*"

-

-I

When EiCx3<Othe renewal theorem shows that

U^n.o+O-* -\EtXi] as n tends to

is finite.

ndnus infinity, Feller (1971, XI-9), and so sup{ufo,mQ : n<o^
Thus when ED? V°3 ^ < °

and EUSy^Uo^yJ)] is finite the right

side of the inequality (1.1.9) is finite if and only if Ufc>«>>
UCOjGcftx SJPtSr^o]

is. Now

so that Lemma 1.1.1 can be applied. By the Corollary

to Theorem 1 in Chow and Lai (I975)t if ETlX,ft is finite for some S> o ,
then EDX*?3

is finite .for

is finite if and only if £*{?££ >£ t\l

all C> tdXl . Therefore, at least when lEO^i^ ^J&J
some S> o , the condition that ^£Siyw (lc>j*'ty) J

is finite for

is finite is necessary for

the inequality (1.1.9) to be non-vacuous.
The remainder of this section is concerned with finding necessary
conditions for the equation

$ = H^

to have an «£ -solution. We will

therefore assume from now on that ^ is an at -solution to this equation
and produce a contradiction when various conditions hold.
Define the function A(U) by the formula

d.i. 10)

«3i))- (I- IT flii^

then A is a continuous function of u on (s^) . To GGG this take &>£ and
notice that, using (1.1.6) and the fact that ^> £ £ ,

AM - M
-> o
When the event that ^jtf i :yi > oj ^ 2. occurs the quantity within the square
brackets in (1.1.10) Is strictly greater than zero, otherwise it is zero.
This event was assumed to have positive probability and so A(U) is strictly
*

greater than zero on (o, «>) . Let

$*(**)

be defined by

13
u
then since

^(u) = ttTir^M^j] we may rewrite (l.l.lO) as

using Lemma 1.1.2. This equation is similar to equation (3.1) in Doney (1973).
We now iterate this equation to obtain

£n«o

EC 4*(u ****-)]*

(l.l.ll)

where S0 ~O. It is from this equation that our contradictions will stem.
Proposition I.l.fr
When t£ CS^Joqy-l exists and is non-negative the equation $=U{> has no <L -solution
Proof.

Since <f>*ju)sl an<^ $tu)~*0 as u > °o

the dominated convergence

theorem shows that the right side of the equation (l.l.ll) is zero whenever
the random walk {Sn J

drifts to plus infinity. This will happen whenever

-*-s strictly positive. However the left side of that equation is
strictly positive, which is a contradiction. The other case to be considered
is when KCX^-O. Then %S n} is persistent and SlPCS^T^ = <o

for any finite

closed interval 1C to,*} which is sufficiently large, Feller (19?1, VI-10).
Then for some c A(U) %, c > 0 on I and so

However the other terms in the equation (l.l.ll) are finite, another
contradiction,D
The next proposition focuses attention on the necessity of the
condition that lECCHMiSlWCSjt^Hj "be finite. It is a fairly delicate matter
to establish that the equation $-tf^> has no «£-solutions in this case; the
proof depends on a careful analysis of the behaviour of A(u) near u=0.
Proposition 1,1.5
When

'S JJ/k/>.) ] < °°

for some

and

S > 1J

(1.1.12)

14

the equation fy^Hty has no £. -solution.
Proof,

By (1.1.12) ECJf,1<O and so we know that Sn ~> -«o

almost

surely. The equation (l.l.ll) "becomes

*

EtXft(ue«p S,Xl

(I.i

1-tfW

and the aim is to show that the left hand side of this equation is infinite,
« B

hence the need to know more about the behaviour of A(U) near u=0. Let 6 =
P** j.
<p(u) is one at u=0 and u=l ; thus we have the
then the convex function
inequalities

zt*" UW<CO A

(1.1.15)
|3u y(pu) (th

The basic idea is to estimate the difference between uA(u) and
equation (1.1.8) defines VOO).
From the equations (1.1.8) and (l.l.io) we may write

b

as

£1

Let the set of indices I

and X

be defined by

then from the inequalities (1.1.6) and (1.1.15) we can see that

If we now let. W\^s sup{^(u)-e"^j u^lj

then the formula (1.1.16) together

with the inequality (l.l.l?) yields the following inequalities

i a rt\ J£T#-x] 4-

15
Let the function k be defined by
for (A < £-' and
_

f_

then since ECSy;(l»j4y;) J

^

and

EfUyiJ

argument shows that, for some finite ft)

•14

Also since e +u-l<tA

fcfu) ~ 1 for M ^ <f '

~l*

i.

and e 4-u-l^ u/^,

are finite a Chebychev-type

,

it is easy to show that, for

some finite W ,
(1.1.18)
Therefore, for some finite M,

and rewriting this using Lemma 1.1.2,
Aft*) ^

where

d

y^SwJ - />1^J - tf) Er*fi*c*pX.)l

is a random variable which is independent of Mj

(1.1.19)

and has the

distribution function G. This is the estimate we have been seeking.
Combining the inequality (1.1.19) with the equation (l. 1.1*4-) shows
that

where

On ^ Sn-fXd , Let v>^^Dc,land choose E>o such that >> *-.£"< o . Then
by the strong law of large numbers n(V~£\$ $n £ r>(tf*l) for all but
finitely
many n. From the definition of k we can now see that
00

CO

I

(1.1.20)
for m sufficiently large. Similarly

> f

(?»i

is finite. However

16
since

BtljfEyO I ^CSy^f] - «>

t Doney(l9?2, Lemma 3.^). Therefore

| - c)> (t) = <*> and this contradiction establishes the proposition,D
The condition (1.1.12) in this proposition can be weakened while
still using the method of proof given above. If 1 is a function satisfying
the following conditions : (i) l(u)=0 for ugl and l(u) is monotonically
increasing with u (ii) l(u)/u is bounded (iii) jTulcujfdu, is finite, then
the condition
-^_

fe_»*

*

M

»-*

<C °o

can replace (1.1.12) in this proposition. The condition (ii) on 1 is needed
to esablish the analogue of (1.1.18) and (iii) for the analogue of (1.1.20).
We may combine the three propositions obtained so far in this section to
give a fourth.

Proposition 1.1.6,

if

c.

< <*>

and

then the equation $*H<fhas an <£ -solution if and only if
and

Notice that since x log x £ x-1

and so EL^§JJ>1 whenever ElUwJc^ w.]<0. (in the branching random walk
one would only expect W(0)>O when the process was supercritical so this
is not suprising.)

1.2
The results of the preceeding section will now be applied to the
martingale W (6). Let <j>(u) be the Laplace transform of Wfe) then $M satisfies
the functional equation (1.1.3) with

17
.

where, for this section, the one has "been dropped from the enumeration t^r J
Notice that £y : = W°te) and so (l.l.l) holds.
Now

W(&) is a positive random variable for which, from (1.0,3), Erw(0j]<i,

If 8rtw(en r c>0 then the Laplace transform of Wte) will be an «tc -solution
to the equation if>=H^ with ^. defined by (1.2.1). Thus whenever this
equation fails to have an <£ -solution we must have that Erw(0)]=-0 and
hence that Wfe) = O . Therefore W(&\ r O whenever the conditions of Propositions
1.1.4 and 1.1.5 hold.
Since Vi (6}

is a martingale

exp(-uW'Ca))

is a bounded sub-

martingale and so converges almost surely and in mean. Thus we know that

E C ex? C-uY/^feW t (E t e K ? (-u W(e))l .
If we let

then

w - (2 U and f from

Thus this definition is consistent with that given at (1.1.4). This gives a
probabilistic interpretation to the iteration procedure used in Proposition
1.1.3 and shows that the <£ -solution to the equation ^^1^ that is constructed
there can be identified with

Ki'txfC-uWeJfl- i>(^\ . Therefore

whenever the conditions of that proposition hold.
Let us define m t and m^ by

Tr\(e>=

then m( Cei and ma(-s) are the Laplace transforms or measures on (o>°°) .
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Notice that

//

and that similar identities hold for WA and ct\z . The following lemma
explains how these Laplace transforms are related to the conditions that
were imposed in the propositions of the preceeding section.
Lemma 1.2.1

When

8>O
IF Ci: 9 L log* i) .1 < oo <^

-©m.'fel < 03

Proof. We may using (1.2.1) rewrite

and

- as

F
where

- { i. ! 3, > -©"'leomte^. Therefore

^

£ I £>'' 103 m(6j( +

I toj m(0) I] ^

and taking expectations of this inequality reveals that

<
This proves the first part of the lemma; the second part is proved in a
similar way.D
When D is strictly less than zero m^ and ors^ are interchanged in
the statement of the lemma. Using this lemma we obtain the following theorem
from Proposition 1.1.6.
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THEOREM 1.2.2.
If, for some
(1.2.2)

and

then ECw(oi]rl if and only if

and

and W(0) = 0if either (1.2.3) or (1.2.4) fails. When &<o m, and m^ are
interchanged in (1.2.2) and when 0co neither (1.2.3) nor (1.2.4) is needed.
If ?0:rr»(0\«°} consists of just one point then ta'c<9) in (1.2.4)
should be interpreted as

fn/(e) 4 Ml
V

***

Let
9:

00} 4

= «Su f 6)

and

Up until now we have assumed only that {0; f»(0)<o».j

is non-empty, let us

now assume that ^< ^ ; then (©, , 9^ is the interior of I &:m(&)<^^
m,(W is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform ffi^ej

and f«/6)

, Since

are always finite

and continuous in the interior of f# H- r»\(e»)<<*»$ . Hence the condition (1.2.2)
holds for all & in #,,6^) . Let the function /o be defined by

then o is a continuous function of
to

and the condition l«2.^ is equivalent

Ofe) > 1 .
Lemma 1.2.3.
,> 63} n^^ °°)

The function o(0) decreases as 0 increases for
Proof.

The function /u is defined by

(1.2.6)
*^

When

the infimum here occurs at &

and so, for

20

The Laplace-Stieltjes transform mfa)

is log convex, that is logm(e)

convex (by Holder's inequality) and so * «/($)/«*( e)

is

decreases as B increases.

Since AX is increasing it now follows, from (l.2.?)f that f>(0)

must decrease

as 6 increases .Q

A similar argument shows that p(&) decreases as 0 decreases for

Let of, and i\ be defined by
^ l* f B :
(1.2.8)

unless this set is empty in which case
if

and

if

Since >ofo)rm(o)>l and /o is continuous we can see that if Ot < o< 6^
then the set i&: <ofe)>i> ^ffe,^)}

is non-empty so that this definition

does cover all of the possible cases, and when
1?i < <? < •&£

(9, < «?<^z we have

* Therefore we can see that
(1.2,9)

As

is continuous it follows from Lemma 1.2.3 that

(obviously (^ T?Z )

is to be interpreted as the empty set when ^-^.). This

establishes the following corollary to Theorem 1.2.2. ( If A
will write tn*M

is a set we

for its interior.)

COROLLARY 1.2.^
If mt[<9: r<\&)«x>}

is non-empty then there exists a possibly empty

open interval C^(J ^ , where »?, and ^ are given by (1.2.8), such that
for

B G «A t" { <^ : tr\ (9) < C

21

if and only if
!//%))] < oo

and

£) 6 6?,J

(1.2.10)

and

=o
when either of the conditions in (1.2.10) fails.Q
When "both m(0,) and ro(0,) are infinite this corollary covers all
possible values of 6 and describes l£[vJ(sQ completely. Thus in that case
it is a complete generalization of the Kesten-Stigum theorem. As can be
seen from Theorem 1.2.2 some condition on the derivatives of <*($ at 5} and
<9t would suffice to allow an exhaustive description of Kwtefl when both
nn( >^

and or\(D^ are finite. It seems unlikely however that such side

conditions can be dispensed with entirely.
In this section we have concentrated on translating Proposition
1.1.6 into information about Ctyv(e\l.As we will need it later I mention the
following lemma which comes immediately from Proposition 1.1.4.
Lemma I.2.5.
If either ffttei of «\fel

is finite then

Wfe)-O

whenever

*

1.3 The Halthusian case.
In this section we will concentrate upon a particular value of 0
that is of special interest. Let us assume that there exists an ex" such
that
mCoO- 1

and

D <t -otn'M < °° ,

For def initeness let us also assume that «: > o . Then oC will be called

(1.3.1)
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the Malthusian parameter for the process; a terminology that is justified
by the results proved. If a Malthusian parameter exists it is unique
because rr»(0)

is convex. Notice, from (1.0.2) that

(1.3.2)
Let

Ft<0 = ffit7(-w,fil

then F(t) = F(t)-F^«^ <r>M = 5 «""'<) F(tJ and

*
We again introduce some auxiliary random variables, Let the random variables
have the distribution function

then on has the distribution function

f
-OD

and

E- - ma) . Let Z

be the point process with the points

this is a point process since for any finite interval I *Z, (X^ is finite
almost surely from (1.3.2). (Obviously m(0k<*> for some G*o

suffices to

guarantee that "2," is a point process) Since, as in Lemma 1.1.2, for

r J ffr) d itti] = E fr £$ Q =
we have, in the notation of the first page of this chapter,

(where

F-X"Z°

is the Laplace-Stieltjes convolution of F and Z ). Therefore
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and in particular
-eO

Hence

which is finite because /Sn iis transient. Therefore A Z (X) is almost
surely finite for any finite interval I. Thus we may define the point process
N by

Z

'"'

and then N(l) is just the number of people that occur with positions in. X.
The following theorem shows that N(0,T) usually grows like

as T tends

to infinity.
THEOREM 1.3.1
If

then as T tends to infinity

(l.3.<0

T,
and

ErW(*Q-l unless
Proof.

ECw% )l*j W'

Take a satisfying O<

such that (M*« ^ T< kx oi

when

- o .

and let the integer K be

. Then

J
%^^

-

- •

^K"

d.3.5)

Now

which is finite by Lemma 1.2.1 ($&*;¥] is finite by (1.3.3)). Therefore
fl-S.

-<*>

as K tends to infinity. Therefore letting T tend to infinity in (1.3.5)
and then letting a tend up to

m) we get

Wfril (

(1.3.6)

T -*> oo

To establish a lower bound take

G > -iWoc) and let the integer K

be such that K& <. T~< (K+»)fl. Then
K

^ -J_ f

(I.3.?)

^(K-^i) £e,
Now

i V.i r ,-*t.-(rt I _ v JL
~

«0

00

-1

<*>

which is finite by Theorem 4.2 of Spitzer (195&) and so by Kronecker's lemm,
r°°

J

oit

e" dZiTfcj -^ o

«.s.

as K tends to infinity, In the same way

1'

O

o.s

as K tends to infinity. Thus, from (l.3.?) t

•"f J Te" , '

W(oi)
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This proves (1.3.4). The rest of the theorem follows immediately from
Theorem 1.2.2 since (1.2.2) holds from (1.3.1) and (l.3.3)t and
V

holds from (l.3.l).O
Since

which is finite by Lemma 1.2.1 when (1.3.3) holds the lower limit of the
integral in (1.3.4) does not matter. We could equally well have proved that

_L
*w

It is possible that there is a second positive solution, <* , to the
equation m(s}=l, then 5><*

and m'<£l > o . If J^t-V^Ffc)

is finite

then, as in (1.3.5),

a

U.S.

for O< ex < (*(*). It follows from Theorem 1.2.2 that

qp f-T e~ ufecW(fc) -H> o

W(oO =o arid so

<:«.$

which is less interesting than the result given in the theorem.
As was mentioned in the Introduction to the thesis when Z is
concentrated on (o, «o)

the branching random walk we are considering is closely
A\\

related to the Cruirip-Mode (1968) model for a population. The points t~$r j are
then considered to be the birth times of the people in the nth generation.
Let us write N(0,f| as N(T) from now on? then N(T) is just the number of
people born before the time T. Theorem 1.3.1 can then be interpreted to mean
that the population grows exponentially with time at the rate <* . Usually
the extra complication of death is introduced in this model. Let 1 be the
length of the life of the initial ancestor and let
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The possibility that 1 is an improper random variable, so that the initial
ancestor could live forever, is not excluded. Normally 1 and Z are related
so that I*- Sup{jJ,:r} , the natural requirement that the initial ancestor
cannot have children born after the time of his death; although Doney (197*0
does allow this possibility. No such relationship is assumed here. The process
is then built up, using copies of (Z,l) rather than just Z, in just the same
way as the branching random walk described in the Introduction. Thus each nth
generation person has an associated lifetime which is independent of
everything else in the first n generations. Let D(T) be the number of deaths
before time T and let

•=

wfrj - £>ft)

d.3.8).

then L(T) is the number of people alive at time T. Attention in this model
centres on L(T). As the following corollary to Theorem 1.3.1 shows L(T) also
grows like

.err

£

COROLLARY 1.3.2.

)

rT

"
\
T
J0
i

Proof. Let d^
4

f

-o<t

cL

C|M~U)
»v

dfeQ- 1

^

.

"Vv*^(oCJ

y^_*

ft-S,*

(1.3.9)
*
-*•*•*•

<^

be the time of death of the person born at

Let

then
/n)

fl

-cWVv W/J -

Since Z is concentrated on (Pj co)

rr»f(9)

is strictly decreasing as &

increases

and so nrv&o<) < 1 . Hence

«.s.

(1.3.10)

2?
A proof similar to that of Theorem 1.3.1 will now be given to show that

ciDft)
and this combines with (1.3.8) and Theorem 1.3.1 to establish this corollary.
. Since

Let

we can see from (1.3.10) and the proof of (1.3.6) that

*.$.
Oo

The lower bound provides more of a problem. Let the distribution function of
1 be G and let X0 be a random variable, independent of 7^*} t with the
distribution function

and so is finite. Then, as in (I.3-?)

then

Now for 2Ln

7?

which is finite when fl-S > ED!

-S

again ty Spitzer(l956). Thus, from (1.3.11),

as required .
It was in the context of the Crump-Mode process that Doney (1972) was
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lead to consider the functional equation (1.1.3). Let
_

Wt

"be defined by

I ft)

He showed that
^ W

(1.342)

with W not identically zero if and only if

< «

(1.3.13)

and that then ElWj - 1 , and the Laplace transform of W satisfies the
functional equation (1.1.3) with
condition JJ;**

J.* xf (-*3i*l This explains how the

was natural in the problem that he was considering. Kaplan

(1975) showed that when (1.3.13) failed (1,3.12) holds with W=0. Thus W has
the same distribution as WCoO . This section arose from this observation.
In certain cases the convergence in (1.3.12) is known to occur
with probability one. (For example, Athreya and Kaplan (19?6) prove this for
a Bellman-Harris process with a non-lattice lifetime distribution and claim
that the generalization to the Crump-Mode process is straightf orward;)

Proposition 1.3.3.
Whenever W^-^W

almost surely

W

Proof. Notice that

JT n,

Applying a Tauberian theorem, Theorem 2 of Feller (l.9?l, X1II-5) , to the
two parts of this we can see that

Now^by integrating by parts,
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-Therefore, if

«

lV-WUl for

£f
L

2TV we have, for

4

T0

Thus letting T tend to infinity and then £ tend to zero, using (1.3.14),
gives

and comparison with (1.3.9) now shows that W« W(«*)r
It is known that when (1.3.13) holds, provided that W is not
identically one, W has an atom of weight l-MIsl at the origin and is
absolutely continuous on (9°°) with a continuous density there, Doney (1973).
It would be very suprising if the same were not true of W(0) whenever lt[W(&![f= j.
Bingham and Doney (1975) establish certain relationships between the moments
of W and W"'ftO

9 For example t£{V]] is finite whenever CCwWJ is finite.

There is good reason to think that their extension would not be straightforward.
Thus from (1.0.5)

so that

Since
that

of

mC^ED^Wj > fnfo0> unless \if}(&)
l*rtVH®iZJ

is constant this implies

cannot be finite when <*(ta)> w(&f irrespective of the finitenes
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II .THE EXTREMES OF THE BRANCHING
RANDOM WALK

"

"be the position of the person on the extreme left of the nth
jft)
"be given
o
let
ly
precise
more
or
walk;
random
ng
generation in the branchi
Let fc

"by (0.3) .This chapter is concerned with the asymptotic behaviour of D/A .
and

When Z is concentrated on (&,«»)
1<^m(X)< *°

for some

&>O

(lI.O.l)

Kingman (1975) proved that there is a constant # such that
«(*>

(11.0.2)

a*. cr. s

* y

where o is given by

fa :
\
/A. ,
B
inf
lim
on
,
V
In proving this result Kingman derives a lower bound,
proves (11,0.2) under various restrictions and then removes these restrictions.
The technique, which is explained in Section 6 of his paper, that he uses
for removing a restriction is as follows. Construct from the given branching
random walk a sequence of new ones indexed by a subscript, T, satisfying
\g±\

I TV i

the restrictions, and hence ( II. 0.2), and the inequality 8 < BT . Then

«
and if ^r 4, 2T

and

, « Mf

ST t S

<

as T tends to infinity this will prove that

(H.0.2) holds without the restrictions. The rest of this thesis is essentially
applications of this idea.
Thus in the next section a lower bound on lira inf & / <\

will be

found and then in the following section the sequence of upper bounds will
be constructed. This will establish that (II.0.2) always holds for the
branching random walk. In the third section the other extreme of the nth
generation is considered and a motivation for the next chapter provided. The
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fourth and fifth sections serve as a link between this chapter and
the
preceeding one. The fourth concerns the value of the constant X
and
its connection with that of *>£ . The fifth contains a few results
on
how fast the sequence f o 'l<\\ converges to o ,
II. 1 The lower bound.
In finding the required lower bound on lim inf 6 /o there are two
seperate cases to be considered. The first occurs when the followin
g
condition holds.
K(G«) < 00

for some

&»> o •

(ll.l.l)

a condition that is close to the one imposed by Kingman, i.e. (lI.O
.l) .
Then from (1.0.2),

fl>r #"*«« si *
Therefore

IN:
where the function p is defined at (1.2.6). Whenever *i(M<l the
Borel
Cantelli lemma applies to show that only finitely many of the even
ts
IB Vo\Sj can occur. When (ll.l.l) holds C. * mfc<) tends to zero
as a
tends to minus inifinity and so the set JarfoYclJ is non-empty,
since

IU

as

(II. 1.3)

Therefore f in this case, we may define 7f by

Then for any Q < if

O

and so

; Q

only finitely often on S

(II.1.5)

V
o

8* %•>
Iu * fy\ \<\\-r •—

&•&.

C
tfv\ O»

Lemma II. 1.1
is concave and on { & '• &.< /K^)< rwfaj] yu

On 5^-^vtai>o} log**

is strictly

increasing. If yuM = l then yn is strictly increasing at b.
Proof. On f b :
* M(a> =

<&> > o j
tr\>

9 a -f

Q

>

and so login

is concave. Since sup ?/u((r) : (r,}» m/t^ and log f*C&)

is an

increasing concave function it must be strictly increasing on the set
[ft: 0<fA(tO<r«to)} t We are assuming that m(o)> 1 so that the final assertion
now follows. d
We can see from this lemma that
4 : M*< l

= >'

{ * ' ^ft >

(II. 1.6)

and that l2f[ < oo , Also by computing the derivative of the convex function
do

at 6>0 we can see that

when
If, in addition, -^'feJ/W^o) >t? and

These two conditions hold in the case considered by Kingman, the first
because Z is concentrated on (o,<»)

the second by assumption (lI.O.l).

This shows that the lower bound derived here is the same as that derived
by Kingman when his conditions obtain.
When the condition (II .1.1) fails it turns out that the simplest
possible lower bound suffices. Let

(ii. 1.8)
then it is obvious that
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o

ti/v\ mf — >,

S,

Therefore we will define X by
^N(ft\>l}

and

when (ll.l.l) holds

al > o 1

(II.1.9)

when (ll.l.l) fails

and then
(II.1.10)
holds in general. Notice that 0 is always less than infinity but may be
minus infinity when (ll.l.l) fails.
The following lemmas bring out the relationships between o^ t^j
and m; the condition (ll.l.l) is assumed in all of them.
Lemma 11,1.2
For any fl>oC e ^m^-*^ as £>•+ <*> . When -«><o<
all 0^6>0

m(6) is finite for

and the function e. m{8) is decreasing as ^ increases.

Proof .

This is an immediate consequence of the definitions (O.l)

and (I1.1.8).n
Lemma II,_1_.3
The function jn is continuous on £<*, »)

and zero on (-«»/*) .

Proof, By Lemma ll.l.l ^ is concave and so continuous on the
interior of { & : M (a) >o j . It is clear from the proceeding lemma that
, ci>)

:

(«) > O j C &^ a.)

(II.1.11)

so that this lemma will be proved if we show that j* is continuous from
the right. For any

$> o

,

iK
and letting ^ tend to zero in this inequality gives
increasing this shows that ft is continuous from the right. O

. As AA

is

Lemma II. 1.4
If

<* = -co

or

(II. 1.12)
then ^ is the unique solution to the equation

^ 1
Otherwise X* ot

Proof.

(ii. 1.13)

and W^J > 1 .

When «^=:-oo ^A(A»O for all a by Lemma II. 1.2 and so,

because of (II. 1.3), we can find a satisfying O< ju(oj<3 . Since j* is
continuous on -fa. /u£0>oj it follows from ( II. 1.6) that # must be a solution
to yuf#)=l . Similarly when ( II. 1.12) holds f+ («)£l by Lemma II. 1.2 and since
is continuous on I*, 00) by Lemma II. 1.3 it again follows from ( II. 1.6) that
satisfies the equation ( II. 1.13). It is the unique solution by Lemma II. 1.1.
When (II.1.12) fails it is obvious from (ll.l.ll) and Lemma II. 1.3 that #= c*

Lemma 11,1,5.
When m(0; is finite for all

(IP)
Proof, If q>ot then by Lemma II. 1.2 &<?a<vU9J->«> as 6-*«o. The function
will therefore have a non-negative derivative for large & . Hence
q ;>

msup -

~

for all

This suffices if o^=-«o , if not then, again by Lemma II. 1.2, €

r*\(&}

decreasing as 0 increases and so

II.2 The upper bounds.
In the first part of this section (II.0.2) is proved when Z is
concentrated on (0,°*) with d

defined by the equations (II. 1.9). Thus

is
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this will remove the side condition (lI.O.l) in Kingman's theorem. To do
this a sequence of upper bounds on lira sup 6 /A

will be constructed by

using one of the truncation techniques described in Kingman's paper. In the
second part this result will be extended and ( II. 0.2) will be shown to
hold for the branching random walk. For this a new truncation technique
is introduced, though it is similar to those of Kingman.
When Z is concentrated on (0,«) we can assume that ?,3ri are
enumerated in such a way that

From any realization of the branching random walk built up using Z we can, for
each positive integer N, construct a realization of a new branching random
walk in the following way. The initial ancestor is the same. His children
have the positions ['3rl »^ r ^'i forming the first generation. The same
procedure is applied to obtain the children of these first generation people
and so on. (Constructions like this one will be used often. The initial
ancestor will always be the same as in the original process in their
description, and so mention of him will always be omitted. Notice too that
it suffices to explain how the first generation in the new process is
constructed.) Quantities in the modified process will be denoted by a
subscript, N. Now

<v\ le) £ W for a11
lv

Q>-o

and, using the monotone convergence theorem

»w
SO

t iv\(e)
In particular, WH (oy>l

as M-* »

(11.2.1)

for large N, and then (lI.O.l) will hold in the

modified process with 80 near zero. We may therefore apply Kingman's

theorem to this modified process to show that
/ V

tfiY\

Q.S.

'

n

(II. 2.2)

N

on

where, "because of (ll.0.3),(ll.l.6) and (ll.l.?),
(II.2.3)
Lemma II.2.1
*k 4 V.

As N tends to infinity

it is clear that J^

B(n £ &^ £ ENtl

Proof. Since

monotonically with N and, from (ll.l.lo), that X^"} X

decreases

for all N. Take

&>X and c satisfying
C <

\ <

Now let t toe)

\

be defined by

^ x if

X* c

*(*> = ^

and

if

Then, from ( II. 2.1),
N

Since

£>cAN ~«

T

,6 cr> (^\-voo as S >«o

by Lemma II. 1.2. Therefore,

using (II. 2.1), we can find § and K such that whenever N ^ K
- ^

for

Dini's. theorem now shows that the convergence is uniform in (ll.2.*0. Therefore,
for small £ ,

when N is large, amd so from (II.2.3) lim sup ^K ^ a. This holds for all
<\ > tf . D
This proof, which has been given in detail, will serve as a model
for a number of proofs that will not.

3?
Since
V

0

E^ 8^

•

^

R

we have, from (H.1.10) and (II.2.2), that
«

v\fr> 'i n£ H <

ft

I,-,™ Swt> J=L

^

I'jr* ON

-

Q.S.

It is proved in Kingman's paper that the events SN

OY>

increase monotonically

to the event S (a similar result is proved below in Lemma II. 2. 2) and by
Lemma II. 2.1

^ ^ X . Therefore (II.0.2) holds.

If, for some T, Z is concentrated on (-"O 0®)

then we may construct

a new branching random walk with the first generation people having positions
r "*"

j

If "the quantities in this new process are denoted by a bar
(e), and therefore ^= ^+T . Clearly Z is

then S=S,oC=c<-fT , m(e) = e"

concentrated on fo00) and so applying the result obtained above shows that
(II.0.2) holds here also.
It remains to remove the restriction that Z be concentrated on (-T;oo)
This will be done by constructing what will be called a 'bounded modification*.
The first generation consists only of those people born at a distance less
than T from the origin; so in general no person is allowed to have children
at a distance greater than T from his position. Quantities in this modified
process will be denoted by a subscript, T. Obviously c<Tr> <*. and, by the
monotone convergence theorem, m^tfjt m (9); therefore ^*T >l / (c.f. Lemma
11,2.1). Since $ * BT
f
MA

V.

n

we have, from (H.1.10), that
^

» R
I)** ^np 9L

n

^

i
0
l>lm Qr

n

\/
= &

«.s.

cm

C
o^,

(TI.2.5)

Lemma 11.2,2
lira S = S

a.s..

Proof . Since the events Su,. increase as T increases and S^C-'S it is
sufficient to prove that IPCS^^F'LS], For large T rriTcoJ>l and so B>CST*1>C'. Thus
IPt&t! tends to a non-zero limit as T tends to infinity and as noted in the
Introduction

Now notice that j-^S) 4 JfS)

for s<l and so, by Dini's theorem, for any
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£T(S)-*;$ («)

uniformly for

0£ S< ex

( I - Um VF>CCO and since

.Therefore

I - Um &>tSTl

*i?C$^>0 this implies that PCsl- Um $[Si since fPtS} is the

unique root to this equation in (o^ 1}

, Harris (19&3, Theorem II. 7.2). n

We may now let T tend to infinity in (II.2.5) to complete the proof
of the main result, of this chapter.
THEOREM II, 2. 3.
In the supercritical "branching random walk on the real line

with

T given by (II. 1.9).
Ney (196*4-) describes a more general branching random walk in which

each person lives for a random length of time and these lifetimes are
independent of one another and of the rest of the process. Children are
born at the death of their parent. Above the lifetime distribution is
concentrated at

one. If we defined B(t) to be the position of the person

on the extreme left of the population alive at time t then when the lifetime
distribution is concentrated 'at one we have shown that BOO/t^tf" a.s. on S.
Thus / is the asymptotic velocity of one of the extremes of this branching
walk. It is reasonable to wonder whether a similar result holds for more
general lifetime distributions..

II. 3. The other extreme
In the previous two sections the asymptotic behaviour of the
position of the person on the extreme left of the nth generation was
dW

examined. If we let U

r!'*"*)

C fa) 1 f

be defined by D = sup t3r :rJttrc°J? then it is natural

to expect that, for some constant JT,

(II. 3.1)
This problem was originally raised by Hammersley (197^, Note l).
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Let us form from the original process a 'reversed process* in
which people in the first generation are born at the points t*^rl. If
quantities in this reversed process are denoted by a bar then S=S and
8^=-D(A) . Therefore (II. 3.1) holds with -F^T . Since mf* 0} = <nffi>) the
analogue of the condition (ll.l.l) is
M0o)

for some

PC < O

(H.3-2)

and the constant £ may be defined by
IN *u f (a*- mffc%e):e*oi>^

and r i 3i^ $ a : Itf jN a] > o}

when (II. 3. 2) holds

when (ii. 3. 2) fails.

The link between the two extremes is apparent when the problems are
considered in the context of branching random walk. Hammersley raised the
o'n)

questions for the Bellman-Harris process, in which o

n/* 1

and I)

are the

times of the first and last births in the nth generation. In that context
they appear to be different, although obviously related, problems since
for example lE> J

must be a monotonic sequence while ££> J need not be.

This illustrates an advantage of focusing attention on the branching
random walk rather than some less general process.
Let the function 5 be defined by

then when both (ll.l.l) and (II.3.2) hold we can see that
o

and
when
thus the finite interval C^T]

0 .-

is given by the formula

(II. 3. 3)
Notice that
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so that #=r

only if f*CX)^ /»(r)>i and then, "by Lemma II. 1.4, X^«

and

similarly f% Sup{A:CTC/°>a]>o]. Therefore tf=T if and only if all first
generation births occur at #\ If for each n we let
closed interval containing the points

$f

"be the smallest

£ 3^/oJ then we may combine (11,2.6)

and (II.3.1) to give the following corollary to Theorem II. 2. 3.
COROLLARY II. 3.1
£ *J,

When both (ll.l.l) and(ll.3.2) hold there is a finite interval
given "by (II.3.3), where #< -C

unless m|fe)« K*

r** v* A*? !
In a sense the interval L#, > A

such that

describes the asymptotic 'shape 1

of the population. It is when looked at in this way that the appropriate
generalization of Theorem II.2.3 to the branching walk in R

is obtained.

This is the subject of the next chapter.

II.4, The constant $ ,
____ __ __..0__

W i»)to)

considered in the previous chapter played

a very important part in Kingman 1 s proof of (II.0.2). In particular he
needed to know for what values of 8 the limit random variable W(6) could
be used to close the martingale. This is precisely the problem that is
solved by Corollary 1.2.4. (Kingman solved the problem when ™ (&} has a
finite variance and then proved (II.0.2) under this restriction which he
removed using the technique exploited in Section II. 2) The following
argument, which is essentially that used by Kingman in proving (II.0.2)
illustrates how the convergence of the martingale is related to the problem
considered in this chapter. Let us suppose that l£tM&\l-l» so that
and that § /(\ > *' . Then by differentiating (l.0.£) and using the fact
that 3 ? "5- B

we can see
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as n tends to infinity. Thus, from Corollary 1.2.4, -roW^,)*^ .Now
-^

( p is defined by the equation (1.2.5)) then, from (1.2.?),

but UI by Lemma II. 1.4 and so by Lemma II. 1.1

In this section we will show that this relationship is typical, although
not universal .
Throughout this section we will assume that
< 8.,

and

?a.> O

(II.4.1)

where, as in the last chapter, C& t GL) is

int£©'- mt£K<»J . Let

and

then it turns out that there four cases to consider. They are :
I > \

1 > \;

<>

0, - co

(II. 4. 2)

9Z < oo^

(II. 4.3)
(II. 4. 4)

0, * O or i* ^

T 4 i,

(II. 4. 5)

Since ^> is decreasing when 0 is greater than zero these possibilities are
exhaustive. Before giving the relationship between J and v^ we will need
some preliminary lemmas.
Lemma II. 4.1
Except when (II.4.2) holds O is the unique solution to the equation
Proof .

When ^ is finite then, by Lemma II. 1.2, <* = - °o and the

result follows from Lemma II. 1.4. When 6^= co it follows from Lemma II. 1.5
that

*

as

6>-> o>

(II. 4. 6)
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and so when Ul the result again follows from Lemma 11.1.4.0
Lemma 11.4,2.
When (11.4.5) holds ^ is the unique non-negative solution to the equation
X . When (II.4.2) or (II.4.3) holds >£=e, and when (II.4.4) holds

Proof. The last three cases follow immediately from the definition
of *^ , (1.2.8), thus we may assume that (II.4.5) holds. Then £$ 1
or i >1

, and

and so, since x> is continuous it follows from (1.2.8)

that L must "be a non-negative solution to the equation P(0)=4, . If fnf0)=
then, since m(o) > 1, K>1 and so I>l . Thus we may assume that i*fo) is not
of this form and then, since <*($) is analytic and log convex,- <nfa)/rft(0)
-must "be strictly decreasing. It now follows from (I.2.?) and Lemma II. 1.1
that the equation />19)=1. must have a unique non-negative solution. Q
Lemma II. 4. 3
When

0i <eo , t> O

if and only if fft'(0J

is finite (and hence

is finite also) .
Proof.

From (1.2.7) and (H.l. 3) we can see "that when C>o -

is bounded below for ©>O
is convex. If ^(ej

and so m'fe^oo

. While <*'(9a)> -*° since m

is finite it is obvious that ^> (0J > o . D

Proposition II. 4. 4
(i) When (II.4.2) holds
and

^
\j

(ii) When (II.4.3) holds

and
(iii) When (II.4.4) holds
and
(iv) When (II.4.5) holds then the equations

^

~
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are satisfied when, and only when, B->%

and a- tf .

Proof, (i) This is immediate from Lemmas II. 1.4 ,11.4.2 and the
equation (II.4.6) .(ii) By Lemmas II. 4.2 and II. 4. 3
tM^x)

£ - ^ , and m (^) and

are finite. When If is given by -(tocj m&V^J

it is easy to see

*v

that the convex function e^mfe^ is decreasing at "^

and so

v*

inf {e^mt0)'-e>,o]- mCAKxpC^?) - 1 . Thus ^(?)-l and Lemma II. ^.1
completes the proof, (iii) Similar to (ii).(iv) This is immediate from
Lemmas II. 4.1, II. ^.2 and the equation (l.2.?).U
All of the results in this section so far have been one-sided,
concerning only -9*, and X, Obviously similar results hold for ^ and I"
but only the following proposition, which is an immediate consequence of
Proposition II. *4-.^(iv) seems worthy of mention.
Proposition

If

(9, < o < &

and

I

L<1

then the equations
n/ffi)
« - *"v

and
fn

f\.

/ 0

have exactly two solutions; (YI^O)

(II. 4.7)

P-A

and (vj j D .

The equations (11.^.7) were also derived by Kingman (1975 eq3.7)
in the case that he was considering.
This provides an opportunity to give some examples of branching
random walks, and then to apply these Propositions.
i) Let
/ ^n

K

which could arise if the position of each child in the first generation
was chosen using an independent normal distribution. Then 0,- -*>, $i~ °°j
and so Proposition II.*I.5 applies. The equations (H.^-,7) simplify to
K

and

&=

ii) If the positions of the people in the first generation form
a Poisson process of unit rate on LO,<*>) then

Therefore O.^O,^*?, t= O and Proposition II. 4. *f(iv) applies to show that
= *

and

iii) Let

, K>O.

-|I

This will arise when people in the first generation are born only on
the positive integers and the expected number of people born at the
y

*v
I "4
point n is K e /o* . Then £>,= 9, 02 -«>, L -(? and
Is

-

Thus if K is sufficiently small l<i and Proposition Il.^.^(iii) applies
so that

and

y= -|H(K^)

A variation on this example will show that the case considered in
Proposition 11.4,^ (ii) can also occur.
iv) Consider a Bellman-Harris process with a lifetime distribution
which has an atom of weight p at &

and is exponentially distributed

on (B,«?) otherwise. Then
&
and

Therefore

and so t-^ and L-mp. Thus when mp>l Proposition 11,^.^-(i)

applies and
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5. The rate of convergence,
We now know that the sequence {6f%J converges to V and this
raises questions about the rate of this convergence. For example Hammersley
(1974,54) conjectured that B -ntf* converges in distribution. Alternatively,
by analogy with the central limit theorem one might conjecture that 6>converges in distribution. If either of these results were true it would
converges. The

form an important complement to the knowledge that E /n

first proposition shows that neither of these conjectures holds in general.
Proposition II.5.1
When the condition (II.4.1) holds and I<1
- f\ o
Proof. Since £< 1

then

a.s. on S

> <*>

it follows from Lemma II.4.2 that ^

that /3(^)$1. Therefore by Lemma 1.2.5

W (^-^> O

a.s. Now

- r
since rr\(yj*xp(£.^~;l by Proposition II.4.4. Therefore
and because, as was noted at (l.2.9)»">\>O this implies that ^-r^-^oo a.s.
on S. The condition that l<i can be replaced by \,± I
*4 ^ ^z * °°

if ^ <tt; for then

^^ ^e a-rguroefrt given still works. Q

Proposition 11,5.2.
When the conditions (II.4.1) and (II.4.2) hold then there is a finite
random variable, X, such that
a.s. on S
Proof. In this case Jf:so<. by Proposition II.4.4(i) and without
loss of generality we may assume that c< - o . Then { 6(fl)j

is a monotonically

increasing sequence and so the result will be proved if we show that it is
almost surely bounded.
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The initial ancestor will be called exploding if he starts an
infinite line of descent with all of its members at the origin. Since
the expected number of children produced at the origin by the initial
ancestor is t f which is strictly greater than one by assumption, he
will be exploding with positive probability, p .

The event that some

person in the nth generation is exploding (with respect to the branching
process emanating from him) is contained in S and has the probability
l-f°(l-p). Now l-fn (l-p) tends to ftM, Harris (1963, Theorem II.7.2)
and so there is (almost surely) a person in some generation, whose position
we will denote by Y, who is exploding. Then for all n

(A\

.,

o ^ Y

which bounds

the sequence ?fc j above.Q
This proposition shows that Hammersley's conjecture is occasionally
true. It also explains some of the numerical results obtained by Hammersley
Davies and Traxler which are presented in Note 8 of Hammersley's paper.
**

A

As they comment there the critical distinction seems to be between t>l and
I^ 1 . (Their comment is phrased in terms of the Bellman-Harris process - it
seems worth noting that for any Bellman-Harris process in which (II.4.1)
holds &i$O and 02 =oo
when 1=1.)
= <*>

thus these two propositions leave open only the case

I do not know how D-f^d

behaves when (II.4.3) holds or when

and 1 = 1.
When either of these propositions is in force it is obvious that

lim infftT-tdho and so a plausible conjecture is that this is always true. A
slightly weaker result will be established, essentially by a refinement of
the argument used to produce the lower bound in Section II.1.
Obviously we must assume that / is finite. We can immediately
dispense with those cases when X-v. for then D'-CN^

is a positive

random variable for each n. We may therefore assume that (II.1.1) holds and
that (II.4.2) fails, that is that
mCSJoV 00

for some &> O

and when

0a = *>

t<l.

(H.5.1)

Notice that when <»»te) is finite at just one point we may, for the remainder
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of this section, let $L - 00 and then by Lemmas II. 1.4 and II. 4. 4
* 1

(II. 5.2)

whenever ( II. 5.1) holds.
Proposition II. 5. 3.
For any S> o
ft

a.s on S,

Proof. Now, as in (II. 1.2),
r"l

SJ
and so, using the formula (II.5.2),

The Borel-Gantelli Lemma now applies, since ^ > o

and &>D , to show that

The same proof can be used to show that
.f /
NY» mj- I

\

All of these results can be interpreted as * b
.

is usually larger

than n/ 1 so that what is now needed is some upper bound on
I have made no progress on this problem.

(Al

v/

VS - 1\ f

III .THE ASYMPTOTIC SHAPE OF THE BRANCHING
RANDOM WALK IN

Let 3£ be the vector space &

p

for some finite p. If X and Y

are in & then their inner product, fcX.J/»J , will be written as X.Y and
the Euclidean norm of X will be written as |x|. The unit sphere, {X M =
in 3£

will be denoted by -o . In this chapter scipt letters are always

subsets of 5C , other capital letters are elements of

3G

and small

letters are real numbers.
The description given in the Introduction of the branching random
walk on the real line will, with only the obvious modifications, also serve
to describe a branching random walk in which a person's position is given
by an element of B£ , The generation sizes again form a Galton-Watson
process that is assumed to be supercritical so that the event S has positive
probability. Ney (1965) considers a process that is very similar to this
one, however the sort of asymptotic properties that he was concerned with
are quite different from those considered here. The following condition,
which is assumed to hold throughout this chapter, ensures that we could
not be working with a smaller space than 3£ .(in line with the comment on
notation in the first paragraph the positions of the people in the nth
generation are now written as
For no c and A does

/• _{n> i

L^rI /
JP L ^Z ^ . ft - C for alt rj = 1 ,

(m.O.l)

tn)
b® the convex hull of the points
For each n let $£
Then %

describes the shape of the nth generation and in the first three

sections of this chapter the aim is to describe its asymptotic properties.
When

& = fR

the condition that
i)J

^

for some

6 > Q

(ill. 0.2)

holds if and only if both ( II. 1.1) and (II.3.2) hold and in that case, by
Corollary II.3.1> the finite interval C^Tl

describes the asymptotic

shape of 5f* . The condition (ill. 0.2), which is often called

Cramer's

condition, still makes sense for the process that we are considering
and we will assume that it holds throughout this chapter,
In the fourth section which contains the main result of this
chapter the set of points £z*Voir|
x>' n>

set by &

are considered. If we denote this

then in the fifth section it is shown that this main result

can be expressed as

^
to ±* §
^
where

S

'

a.s. on S,

is a closed compact convex subset of

3£

and

/i

is

a metric on the closed subsets of X

III.l, The lower bound.
For any W

<?

we can construct a branching random walk on

the real line from the branching random walk on 9£

by the projection of

the original process onto W. That is to say that the initial ancestor is
again at the origin and his children now have the positions I "£ <-, ^j . Then
the nth generation people will have the positions jZf.WJ. Since |A t W|^|A)| W|
the condition (ill. 0.2) holds for this new process also. Thus we know, by
Corollary II.3tl» that there exists $M and )Tw) such that

<,.*.
(in.i. i)
where

W • V

is the convex hull of the points

condition (III.O.l) implies that £{^).As 9W
of 9t

fctf.W/nJ.

is just the projection

onto W this suggests that if we define the set

^

g - Pi £Y; w^u W.Y^ r/w)j
then

fnt ^

^^ 4

S

S-

C~

The

a.s on S.

by

(in. 1.2)
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U A < * ). This is what will be proved
C\n fl|>ft
(lim inf A n = Uf» <fi»»»» A^*** » lim sup" A*»

in this section and the following one. This section is the analogue of
Section II. 1 hence its title; but this is a misnomer for the result
corresponding to lim inf ifnJ/A ^

is lim sup5? £ 6*

Since both $(v) and Vfw) are finite &
of &

is a compact convex subset

and so (ill. 1.2) may be rewritten as

. Also -2f-w)=: P(W)

n
The intersection over the whole of the unit sphere is inconvenient. We
will therefore prove that #M is a continuous function of W on -o

so

that this intersection need only be taken over a countable subset of
oo

To do this let us assume that

f X-j
b^

are in <>

and that

, Let us define rt^(0) by

and /u^(a.> by

AI
*

Then we know that

v _

,\r

where ^. = JT(X-). If we define ^(®) by

then

Since m((9>) is a multivariate Laplace-Stieltjes transform it is finite
on the convex set
^f

J and infinitely

differentiate in the interior of

jLehmann (1959 »§ 2.?). The interior of j

is non-empty because, by

(ill. 0.1), it contains the point 0^ O. (0 will be used both for the vector
and the real number)
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Lemma III.1.1
43

CiS

L. -9 <*> •

Proof. For any a and £>o there exists. a p with J3X0
.interior of J

in the

and with

< M
By (III. 1.4) and the continuity of m(©) m: (p) -» m0(p) and so
for all a.
Therefore
0

^

Fix a in the interior of }*: 0 (*)>°

. It follows from the

condition (lII.O.l) that m-^03 is not of the form
Therefore the strictly convex function
at a unique point p.

&

e

for any i.

ct\J&) attains its infimum in

, which might be infinity. Now

and MO(Q-&) > o since a is in int t^ ; Mot^-^oj^ so this tends to infinity
as & tends to infinity; thus BQ is finite. When fe0>o the convex function
£ f^oW ^s strictly decreasing on the interval DX;xl
Since X X0

for C

and *$ X0 are both in int J , m L (>0-> o\0 (x) and tn^

Therefore the convex function e r*.(0) must also be strictly decreasing at
X for large i, and so lim inf Bi ^ p^, » obviously this also holds when
B 0 = o . V/hen

lELXo

^s ^n ^n^ ^

a sim^ar argument shows that lim sup pt </30

and when &V X 0 is on the boundary of ^ this holds trivally. Therefore
^0*0*

When j80 Xp

is in int J

(III. 1.5)

the continuity of mfts?) now implies that MJai

A further property of m((£>) is needed to deal with the possibility that
is on the boundary of ^f . The function logm(i£}) is convex, by Holder's
inequality, and if X is on the boundary of 3s

log nr>(SX) -> log m(X)

as
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S'T 1

.It then follows from $4.1 of Stoer and Witzgall (19?0) that
is what they call a closed convex function on the closure of Oj J

log rn(<S>)

(This fact is needed again later.) In particular it is lower semicontinuous
on *3

and so (ill.1.5) yields
for Q £ int i & '• Mt

Therefore

If lWiju=| is a countable dense subset of <3

then, using this lemma

It follows from ( II. 1.5) that for any £ > O

(in. 1.7)
for all but finitely many n, on S; and when (lll.l.?) holds

c f V : fa)-f< Y,wj,
Therefore for any integer r

[ Y . jrfv/c) -£ < Vft W, ]
for all but finitely many n, on S. It follows that

;- i ^ Y.w. j a. s . on s .
This holds for any 1>O and, together with (ill. 1.6) this suffices to
prove that

"
Thus

is a 'lower bound*.

a. s . on S.

(in. 1.8)
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The upper bound,
If the interior of £

would be contained in

were empty then £

some plane (i.e. hyperplane) [V! X.V = c\

and then XM- ftx)*t . This

is ruled out by the condition (lII.O.l); thus & has a non-empty interior.
If tY; X..Y-CJ

is now a supporting plane to £ with X in -O

and c chosen so that 6c{v(; X.Y>C j

then from (ill. 1.3) C^#X) . If

C >^(X) then for some S> O and r sufficiently large

nfv: yfw^-s.* Y-wtj c fv- yw-fS ^ x.yj
and so, by (ill. 1.8),
(III. 2.1)
for all but finitely many n on S. However we know from (ill. 1.1) that
is contained in lim inf9c*X' almost surely on S, which contradicts (ill. 2.1)
Therefore

Jf(Xj ~ c and any supporting plane to d

can be written as

Y; r.w=
for some W ^ -<S .
A point E in £ is called an exposed point if there exists a
supporting plane, £ Y * Y»W^= tffU^S , to £

for which

(m. 2.2)
V/e know from (lll.l.l) that we can find for each n a person in the nth
tr (rt)
generation, with the position fc. , such that
^

a-s- on s .

(III. 2. 3)

If r is sufficiently large then the set

oh-.

t-~»

is bounded and from (ill. 1.8) it follows that the sequence I E / OI

is

bounded also. Let A be an accumulation point of this sequence then, again

from (III. 1.8), A must lie in £

. Also, by (ill. 2. 3), A.^ #W*3 and

so from (III.2.2) A=E. Therefore G^/A -* £

a.s. on S. If E iiE2..--.E s

are exposed points of £ and ^(£|,-..,£s^ is their convex hull then it
follows that
te,,.,,^ ? ll-vMVvfy*'

(III.2A)

a.s. on S.

Any compact convex set is the closure of the convex hull of its exposed
points, Stoer and Witzgall (19?0§3.6); thus if fe\l is a countable set
of exposed points dense in the set of all exposed points then we may let
s tend to infinity in (ill. 2. 4) to complete the proof of the following
theorem.
THEOREM III. 2.1.

For any supercritical "branching random walk on 3£ satisfying (lII.O.l)
and (II.0.2) there exists a compact convex set, t> » with a non-empty
interior, such that
*
C

imsuc

If E is an exposed point of £

a.s. onS.

(ill. 2. 5)

then there exists for each n a person in

the nth generation whose position is
pM
<
*
'
^

H

such that
a,s. on S. i i

(ill. 2. 6;

The proof above raises an interesting question. For what other
points of £

does (ill. 2. 6) hold? We will return to this question in

the fourth section of this chapter but first we must study the set fo
in greater detail. Also it seems likely that a result similar to (ill. 2. 5)
will hold even when the assumption (ill. 0.2) fails. I have not considered
this matter seriously. However it is clear that in that case the set fc>
need no longer be compact. This would introduce some difficulties into
the proof given above. For example a non-compact convex set need not be
the closure of the convex hull of its exposed points.
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III. 3. The set & .

In the one -dimensional case the equation (II.3.3) gives a formula
for the set £

. A similar characterization of £

will now be given for

this more general situation. This will lead on to other results which are
also the natural analogues of those given in the preceeding chapters.
Let us define $(ft) by

(III. 3.D
Proposition III. 3.1

Proof. Let

(m.3.2)

{At S[b)> l]

q) "be defined by
for

then we know, from (11.3,3), that &7xJy ft)(Q = ^'--S^^}

and so

{ft: 2(
It now follows from the definition of £

, (ill. 1.2), that

A) t X f -<!} ^ l,

("1. 3.3)

However

and so (ill.3.2) and (ill.3.3) are equivalent.
It is clear from the proof that was given in the preceeding section
that any non-empty compact convex set that has only a finite number of
exposed points can arise as £
class of sets that can arise is.

. However it is not clear how large the
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Let the set A

be defined to be the smallest closed convex

set for which

The following lemma is similar to Lemmas II. 1.2 and II. 1.3.
Lemma III. 3. 2

i) If fte

then

ii)lf ftt

then

iii) If ft e iV\tA

then f

*°

as \1£)\

<\fr e* rttGfc <& = 0

Proof, i) Let

is continuous and non-zero at A,

£tftj

be orthonormal vectors in & . For S>o let

the event

have the probability

p

. Then when (*P ~ £KA we have
oo

as

-><*=>

when £ is small, since then p > O . Similar estimates apply whenever
is of the form i > K-G . The result now follows because £ rn
s a convex

function of ©

.ii) If A4A let 4'Xr jf.Y^X^.J

which does not touch A

where X £ -<*

be a plane through A

is chosen so that A^-^*" V-Y ^A-

Then, by projecting the branching random walk onto X, we can see from
Lemma
O Ajf
II. 1.2 that £
mfoX)-»o as 0-~> oo .iii) From i) /
is non-zero at A
when A is in lot A
. The function log ?(£) is concave on ffl: JW^o?
and so is continuous on the interior of this set, and combining i) and
ii)
shows that

lot A c
and hence that $
Notice that

where

is continuous on int A

.
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and so since log $

is concave it follows from Proposition III. 3.1 that

can only occur when A is on the boundary of 6
C
Since

S

. Thus

{fl: $fifft>4$ .

is continuous on intA\

=

(III. 3. 5)

we can see from Proposition III. 3.1 that

£ft« 3M = ll

.V»tA

(m.3.6)

where 30 is the boundary of ^ , and so whenever

is given by

(m.3.7)
The proof given at the start of the first chapter can be used to show
that if

then

WfA)((£>^

is defined by

(V/ (©J^o" J is a martingale and it has an almost sure limit,

Let the set t

be defined by

tthen as in the proof of Theorem 1.2.2 , we can use the results of Section
I.I to show that when ©£ lo^vf then

if
W(0)~O

For any fixed X € <§

*•**

ifi vj ( HUM Una w /vni i i^oo or
_ MI

the function

•
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decreases as $

increases for Q> O t "by Lemma 1.2.3. Furthermore if this

function were constant on an interval then <n(0)0" ^&

» for some k and

a, which is not possible as (lII.O.l) holds. Thus (ill. 3. 8) is strictly
x^
decreasing. Let us define ^ by

( ©) exPl
«*f
_,
© £ £

Notice that, since if
<~
t-> is connected. Also if
^3

»

* Of

and

b C tnt J

~
so is fc (t> for all k with O^ k< 1 ,

^

g

(ill. 3. 10)

is closed

(closure and interior are always with respect to ^ ) we have £=i*fc£ and
tha boundary of c.

is given by

(in.3.n)
this is similar to the first part of Lemma 11.^.2. When Dt-R 6ci*tt>
^»
is closed but I do. not know if this is true in general. In that
that ^
case the condition (III.3.10) is equivalent to 1, £<3 .
The condition that (lII.O.l) holds implies that r^iCD/ is the LaplaceStieltjes transform of a measure with a support which has a non-empty interior.
Therefore by Lemma 2.1.1 of Brown (1971) "the matrix with the (i,j)th element

(111,3.12)
is positive definite for all C? in int j
convex function on int ^
Let the function G

and so log^CCS^

, Stoer and Witzgall (1970, Theorem ^.4.

be defined on the interior of 3

and let its range be M

is a strictly

, that is let
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- .
A* ~ iC ~ (1\'(&
GV £, i*t
r^ .V r~N
A
t oi((u>
Since logrr\((2> is strictly convex the function G must be one-one. Also the
Jacobian of this transformation, which is just the determinant of the matrix
(III.3.12), is non-zero; thus A

is open and

C

is continuous.

Lemma 111,3,3
The condition (III.3.10) is equivalent to the condition that

^ A*
Proof. Whenever

(III.3.13)

(P

thus, from Proposition III. 3.1 and (ill. 3. 9),

dn.3.15)

(g).
When (IH.3.10) holds we can also see that

and then

^^ _

**^

^t

is closed when £f

is closed this expresses &

i

Since C(6)

as the union

of disjoint closed sets. As &

is convex and so is connected one of these
___ **» .
must be empty, but - mto)yWp) is in £( ^ . Therefore when (II1.3.10)
holds (III.3.13) holds.
Let us now assume that (ill. 3. 13) holds, then, from (111.3.1*0 and
(III. 3. 15),

However, as was noted just before (lll.3.10),

&

is connected and so is
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contained in just one of these disjoint closed sets. Therefore, as

c
5 *( )

and so & c »*t \J e Also since
follows from (111.3.9) that g

is closed and contained in i^^ it

must be closed also.U

It follows from (ill.3.14) that £(&) ^ O

and

for every B £ A*

so, from Lemma III.3.1

(m.3.16)

A* C- I*M
notice too that, when o- 36 ,
^4*

-

(III.3.17)

j^M .

Proposition
When (HI.3.13) (or equivalently (III.3.10)) holds the equations
- *
are satisfied only when

and

ft £ ^ £

and (£> ^ ^ & . Furthermore to each point

in Q& (and to each point in <)£ ) there corresponds exactly one solution,
Proof. Both (III.3.7) and (ill.3.11) hold when (ill.3.13) holds,
using Lemma III.3.3. Then from (ill.3.:

and since G is one-one this suffices to prove this proposition.^
Obviously this proposition is the analogue of Proposition II. 4. 5.

III. 4. A stronger limit -property of
This section contains the main result of this chapter. Let

/l
thus Cft

is just the convex hull of b

. We know from Theorem III.2.1
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that whenever C is an exposed point of £

s

there is a sequence { C j with

such that
a. s. on S.

In fact this holds for all C in g

.To establish this we will need to

know conditions under which a boundary point of £
point of

is also an exposed

. The following lemma provides us with sufficient information,

Lemma

^g ^ fa*

When C

then C is an exposed point of

Proof. From (ill. 3. 6) and (ill. 3. 16)
"
0 A
and so when Ce^gpA*

for all A 6 S 6

then £(A)--:i

which are sufficiently

close to C, because A* is open. Thus if C fails to be an exposed point of
to
is in

then there must exist
,4*

C4

and K such that 5CCi + ^Vx)~l and

for all ^ in ~l$ X £ + ! . (This is because C must lie on

4

-

\~

and hence that this cannot happen.
Since, from (lll.3.l) r

the functions logr^(0) and -logff-ft)

are conjugate convex functions, Stoer

and V/itzgall (19?0,§^.6). As was mentioned in the proof of Lemma III. 1.1
logmfc?) is a closed convex function and so, by Theorem ^.7.7 of Stoer and
Witzgall
for all
If log$(A)

is not strictly convex at

B^ A*

~ S.(A-6j
with eq.ua! ity at some B 6 M

©*

then for some

for all A

where B * B . Then

(ill.
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u

(J). E>

for all A

and so, from (ill.4.2),
(5) ^ (oc.
However, since B and 8*" are in A , it follows from (ill.3.14) that

-

,

,

(because e * m((S?) is strictly convex in f£>). This contradicts the assumption
that B 1= &* . Therefore log $(fl )

is strictly concave on A*

It now follows , from (ill. 4. 3), that if we take G>=<TI (C|>I then

for all
Thus, setting

ft

ft= C^^K^

O < A ©cK
which is impossible, since

for

-I

OP r u~CC,3 -4=- O»

Lemma III. 4. 2
When C£^&^tnfcA there is a sequence J C |"

with

£•

& §

such that

(III. 4.1) holds.
Proof .

For any fixed integer T> 0 we can construct from the original

process a new process using the bounded modification. Thus no person in the
first generation is born at a distance greater than T from the origin and in
general no person is born at a distance greater than T from their parent.
Quantities in this modified process are aga,in denoted by a subscript, T.
Then fL((9)t <*(<£>} and so the sets 6-r are increasing and, from (ill. 3. 5)

a- g c u g^ .
the proof of this is similar to that of Lemma II. 2.1. Thus we can find
£T € c) &-{ C £

such that CT -* C

as T tends to infinity. Now

for all T and so, as was noted at (ill. 3. 17),

v

(III.4.3)
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A*r = ®r
where &T = f X '. IVI ^ T} . Whenever T is sufficiently large it follows that,
since C 4 f*t A , Cj. £ AV

and so

-o A*T
Then, by Lemma III. 4.1, Cv

is an exposed point of

HI. 2.1 there exists a sequence

i^ r j
a.s. on

We know, by Lemma II. 2. 2 that ST I S

with

c

V

.r . Thus, by Theorem

C^ £ J£T
for

such that

T- -

I ^ l ^^

(ill. 4.

as T tends to infinity. A subsequence

argument is needed to pass from (ill. 4. 4) to the desired result.
The random sequence of integers

ir£l)l.__
is defined in the following
l>- «o

way. Let KT^-O . On the set S\^T , where TVk » let rCO^ O

for ^<

Otherwise let r(i) be the smallest integer strictly greater than r(i-l)
for which

i -*i
Since

oM
^C«">
u
& v>

*

-

for all

(n H
we may 'now define a sequence C^
I C J with

This sequence is defined (almost surely) on S since S^S

/»^L >*
L 6 6

and (ill. 4. 4)

holds. Thus

(*]-C\ <: Ic'^-cJ -HC T -£| 4 r
\C (*]
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
Lemraa III. 4. 3*
When C€<>6^A

there is a sequence ^ £•

J

with

u £ £

such that

(III. 4.1) holds.
Proof .

by

Let U be the uniform distribution on Co^, 1] . For any

fixed p in fa, 11 we can construct a new process from the original one
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in the following way. The initial ancestor is the same. Associate with
each person in the original process an independent copy of U; the copy
linked with the person at 2^ will be written as U r . Then a person
ti r £ j> . (As usual if a person fails

only appears in the new population if

to appear so do all of his descendents.) Quantities in the new processes will
be denoted by a subscript, p. Obviously

A ''
f ''

and

f>

Since (ill. 3. 8) is strictly decreasing at G>-O

for each X it

follows from (ill. 3. 14) that the concave function %&} has a strict maximum
of m(o) at -n(v)/i*to\ Therefore m(o)>£(c), From now on p will be confined
to the sequence <T
O- =

defined by
{

: <*(o)>l ,-

J-

1 > n a positive integer]

n

thus

T 4. SLCJ

and

(Pert,

(mA6)

The maximum of SV> still occurs at - «*'to)/m£ o3 and is now pm(o) f which is
greater than one by the definition of f . Also
and (lll.4.6) rf Let us define

Cr>

£_,(£)< JL , from (III. 4. 5)

to be the point on the line

+ ('-*)(- 7;
at which Sfc ^ = ^ . Then C-> C

and

since the whole of the line (ill.4.?) except C is in intA . Thus, by Lemma
r-i
^
III. 4. 2 we can find a sequence <C
p J with t-^ fc ^^
such that
a.s. on S

. Since S., C, £

a subsequence argument like that used in the

/ 4 with
.
proceeding lerania will construct a sequence i C
that C

* C

= 1 » ^«

a.s. on

o*

L, fc v?

such

, where ^~ 5"(C-\ . Unfortunately, unless

^s no't' e(lual to S so that further argument is needed to
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complete the proof.
The initial ancestor has the property that there exists a sequence
I C(^] with

C/M € ^

sunn that C^U- C

if the branching random

walk emanating from one of his offspring in the Kth generation has this
property.The probability of this latter event is greater than

and this tends to PH as k tends to infinity, Harris (1963 Theorem II. 7.2),
if ntS^ J > O . However we know that ${c)< m(o) and so p~iWb}r r*_(o)>;l
therefore WTS*3>O . Thus the initial ancestor has the required property,
almost surely, on S£H
Lemma III. 4. 4.
When

£6 £

there is a sequence \ £

J

with

C

€ b

such that

(III. 4.1) holds.
Proof ,
C£ ^£

Since £^A this lemma has already been established for

f ^n Lemma III. 4. 2 and III. k. 3. The basic idea now is to increase

the dimension of the branching random walk by one and then to use these
results to prove the lemma.
Let N be a normal distribution with mean zero and variance one.
Associate with each person born at

-7 fa

^ f

an independent copy of N, which

*

jr>)

f —* ^

will be denoted by K/V . If I X- r,'

i

I ^ i* < n J are the positions of the

people in the line of descent to the nth generation person born at
then the position of the corresponding person in the new branching random
walk on 3& X fR , is given by
M

\
'

In an obvious notation
thus

(A,«) * i*

so that

(III.
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For any Cf &

r^S

there is a corresponding point (C f c) on ^6

Then there exists a sequence

t C(A> J

with

C ^ £ (o *

.

such that

a.s. on S.
Now as we can see from (ill. ^.8) we may write
~ 6"*

C *

as (C*} c!Al ) where

and then
a f s. on S

For any subset

Then in the

Q

of 36"

we can define its * -neighbourhood,

notation of (ill. 1.8) for any £ > o

n^- rtwj-t < x. w

U-i

when r is large. Thus, from (ill. 1.8) , for any £> O

for all but finitely many n on S. We have almost completed the proof of the
main result in this chapter which is stated in the following Theorem. A more
succinct statement is given in the next section.
THEOREM III. 4. 5
Under the conditions of Theorem III .2.1 there is a null set, N, such that on S\N
i) for any £ > -o £^£^(6) for all but finitely many n,
^ A
\ /"^l
r <n} -f^
ii) for all C€ &
there exists a sequence \<~ ^
with L e » such
that

» -* c .
Proof.
subset of (S
with

We have just proved (i). Let 1C: *v
( =/ be a countable

dense

t then for each i there exists, by Lemma 111.^.4-, a sequence
/*frt) /» ^^^

C; e g

an(i a null set

KI

N

such that

6?
Ci
Let h|0

on

be the null set in i) and let

S \ 1SL

U M . Now on
tJ r «0

S \ hi

a

subsequence argument like that used in Lemma III. 4. 2 will construct for
each C € &

f C/ j

a sequence

C

with

for which

£ 6

c""^ c . n
The work in this chapter arose from a consideration of the following
o^
problem. Let k> be the maximum distance from the origin of an nth generation
person; thus

B - S^f \\~L <-)' r l

suitable constant a

. Does

B /A -^ j

a<Sg on 3 for some

? The same question may be asked with the Euclidean

norm replaced by any other.
Theorem 111.^.5 is sufficiently strong to solve these problems.
Let f be a continuous real- valued function on 3£
f£

for which

for all

that is f is homogeneous . For example f could by a norm on 36 . Let B

r

defined by

and C by

jf - i«f
Proposition_________
6

n
Proof.
exists an £>O

3>^

o5/

a.s. on S.

Since f is continuous we know that for any S>t? there
such that j$0 ^#- S

(III.4.9) and (III.4.

when X is in Na-(£j . Now, from

be
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and so "by Theorem
a.s. on S,

~>6>~o

Again because f is continuous the infimum in (ill.^.11) is achieved at
some point C* in &
in

£ °

. Then, by Theorem III>.5(ii). there exists C

such that C^-* C* . and so from (III.^.:
few
,
- x^o
I,
B z
Um
n

a>St on s.

^i

III. 5. A metric convergence approach.
It is possible to state Theorem 111.^.5 in a more concise form
"by defining a suitable metric space. Let <M- be the class of all compact
subsets of ^

, Then if

and ©

are in

JL let

and

S, - »* t s

and define the metric A on <>-£ by

A (<*,., $^~
The proof that this does define a metric is given in Eggleston (1958, p6o) .
The link with Theorem III. 4. 5 is contained in the following lemma which
* A

.

gives a characterization of convergence in (
Lemma 111.5*1
If G> and O

are in ^/C then

if and only if
i) for all £>0 there exists an r(&^ such that
when

ii) for each

1)^^

^

there exists a sequence

H\J with

A fc

A such that
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Proof. Since <DB ~~* a
C« t IV $>

is equivalent to: for any S's-o
and

« C N%(&.)

for all sufficiently large n, it is only necessary to show that (ii) holds
if and only if for all £ > o

there exists an r(£^ such that
when

n>r.

(ill. 5.1)

Let us assume that the latter condition holds and that D is in $ . Then
D is in N^C®^ when n ^ r(S>)
with

tV(£) in O^

and so there exists

a sequence T

such that

<

when

A subsequence argument now shows that (ii) holds. Let us now assume that
(ii) holds. Given &>v
Q)

let £ \HiiJ be a finite -|S-net of the compact set

. Then there exists sequences i P«\(0j with Onl^J in

)n

such that

, and so

when
Thus if r(£)

niax f ffti . t^

n> r^O

then we can see that (ill. 5.1) holds. Q

Using this lemma we arrive at the following restatement of Theorem

COROLLARY III. 5. 2.

^
P
^ ^

^
a.s. on S. tl

Lemma III. 5. 3
If <S) is a sequence of convex sets for which int(lim inf &n ) is non-empty

then

5>A -^ S)

(in. 5,2)

if and only if

5) A c (h,

(III. 5. 3)
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Proof. When (ill.5.2) holds lim sup &„ C ^(<$} for all £> o
and so lim sup $ A c & t Also, by Eggleston (1958,p6l), S)
if We let E be an exposed point of <0

is convex so

then, by Lemma III.5.1* there exists

in 0^ with 0^-^ £. . The argument given towards the end of Section

DA

III.2, (ill.2.4), now shows that int & C

lim inf ©^ . Thus (ill.5.2)

implies (III.5.3).
Assume that (ill.5.3) holds. Since int G> C

lim inf §>n Lemma

III.5.1(ii) holds and so we have only to show that part (i) holds. If it
fails then, for some &>o , the sets

\
are non-empty for infinitely many n, for n in 0^ say. Since int(lim inf £^
is non-empty and ©^ are convex we can find a ball with non-zero radius, &
such that &c®n for all but finitely many n. We can assume therefore that
Q> C O n

for all n in CT. Thus for each n in & ®A

convex hull of &

must contain the

and a point in 0€\^ S00). Therefore there must exist

an r > 0 and points 'D n in 0^

such that

© n0 C*V^©)0 N as
as (®) for all n in
Now < Dft ' ^fctf^ is contained in a compact set and so must have an accumulation
point

£)

, and then Nr("t>3 < lim sup G>n

. However P e 3fc \ N^ ( (5^ and

so this contradicts ( III . 5 • 3) • D
Using this lemma we arrive at the following restatement of the first
part of Theorem III. 2.1.
COROLLARY 111.5.^.
9€^ -^ €

a.s. onS.D

It is not hard to establish this Corollary using (ill. 1.8) and
(ill. 2, 4), and Lemma III. 5.1. However Lemma III. 5. 3 makes it clear that this
result is actually equivalent to (ill. 2.5)*
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IV. THE EXTREMES OF THE MULTTTYPE BRANCHING
RANDOM WALK.

In this chapter we will discuss a branching random walk in which
the people may "be of different types, where a person's type determines the
(random) way in which he has children. The preceeding three chapters were
concerned with a branching random walk with just one type. Let us denote
the set of types by 9 . It is assumed throughout this chapter that
is a finite set, the case when ^J

9

is countable is discussed in Chapter VI.

An initial ancestor who forms the zeroth generation is created at
the origin. He produces children to form the first generation and if he
has type i then the positions of his children of type j are described by
a point process, 2\: . The point processes

^ "Z.-k • I £-91

are no^ assume(i

to be independent. The people in the nth generation give birth independently
of one another and of the preceeding generations. The point processes
describing the positions of the children of an nth generation person of
<U(M

type i at the point x are independent of J-

and have the same distributions

as f 2Lv (* ~X~) ' J^ JJ' ^or "this branching process let \5\HAl

be the

probability of the event A if the initial ancestor is of type i and let
"fc-ne probability of A if the initial ancestor is chosen using
the probability distribution^ on $

; thus

fi^[ftl~ ^VU^UVi .Similar

definitions apply to {E« and £^..
Let the matrix J be defined by
Tj^ 0

if

^OK) = O a . Sc

and J^'^

otherwise .

(iV.O.l)

The branching random walk will be called irreducible when the matrix J is
irreducible. A matrix Q with non-negative entries is irreducible when for
anyi and j there exists an integer r such that Q,

nas a non-zero (i,j)th

element. Thus the process is irreducible if, whatever the type of the initial
ancestor, a person of any o-f the types in $

can occur in some generation.

Similarly the process will be called primitive when the matrix J is primitive,
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~v **
that is when ^
has, for some r, only strictly positive entries. The
terminology of non-negative matrices is that of Seneta's book (1973) on
the subject. This will be used as the reference on the theory of nonnegative matrices whenever this is possible. We will assume that the
branching random walk is irreducible (except in Section **).
ke~t ^3^Ci)5 be the positions of the nth generation people of
type i. The matrix

Thus

W\(G)

is defined to have the elements

Pft(9) is a matrix of positive terms and it is irreducible since the

process is irreducible. By Theorem 1.5 of Seneta (1973) (Yl(^) has an eigen
value of maximum modulus ,W0)f which is real and strictly greater than zero.
This eigenvalue is taken to be infinite if any of the elements of ffjfe) are
infinite. The vector recording the number of people of the various types in
the nth generation forms a multitype Gal ton-Wats on process with the mean
matrix M\fD) . By Theorem 11,10.1 of Harris (1963) the condition^

(iv. 0.3)
is sufficient to ensure that 'the event S occurs with positive probability.
As usual the process is called supercritical when (EV.0.3) holds.
Let

B(r° be defined by

which agrees with (0.3) when there is just one type. The first two sections
of this chapter consider the asymptotic behaviour of B' /rt

in an irreducible

supercritical branching random walk. The third section then examines the
assumption that the process is supercritical and the fourth examines the
assumption that the process is irreducible.

lower bound.

A proof like that given at the start of the first chapter shows that
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(IV. 1.1)

and taking unconditional expectations

where

&y)" is the (i,j)th element of the nth power of the matrix
As in Section II. 1 there are two cases to be considered in seeking

a lower "bound on lim inf D /A . The first arises when
fYv({9o)<°o

for some

Go>Q+

(lV.1.3)

From Theorem 1.5 of Seneta (l9?3).when m(S) is finite there is a right
eigenvector,V(#), of n\(9) associated with it and this eigenvector has
strictly positive entries. Then from (lV.1.2)

^f

-

mm

vr

Although we shall not use the fact it seems worth noting that, from (IV. 1,1),
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is a martingale with respect to the ^-fields X3"- • Thus one could consider
the multitype analogue of the results in Chapter I.
Since V(0) is strictly positive so is minfvf<9); : L^3j . Thus if we
let

then, from ( IV. 1.^4-), we get

but for 0>o

and so

If as in Chapter I the function y is defined by
U(ftj

then whenever

-

(IV.1.6)

r*f [e^VY^.'^O^

we have, from (IV. 1.5), that

AA£\)< # < 1

for some finite C. The Borel-Cantelli lemma now shows that only finitely
many of the events £& <?™} can occur. When (IV. 1.3) holds t° n\(9£ tends
to zero as a tends to minus infinity and so we may define 0 by

and then
»

n

,

<-,

llm lvi(- h-L X Y

x

(IV.1.7)

a.s. on S.

- ^

Let the period of the matrix J, and hence that of the matrix M, be
p. The period of an irreducible matrix is defined in $1.3 of Seneta (1973).
it is the greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) of £ fc ' £j~ J^^°J for any fixed
i. (This is the same concept that occurs in the theory of Markov chains.)
Then the process is primitive if and only if p=l, Seneta (1973» Theorem 1.4).
By Theorem 6.1 of Seneta (1973) and its Corollary
x>

* (W A-\tf
n *
*

«1>

S*P "*' V

/M^Y^P- *

/M \ n

for any J in JQ •

(iv.1.8)

formulae which play a crucial role in the-next section.
The elements of the matrix M, and those of ft\

, are Laplace-

Stieltjes transforms. Let (6\, &z \ be the largest open interval in which
all of the elements of M are finite. Then m is a continuous.function of 0
on f$i ^J • ^e el emen'ts °f M are log convex so, from (IV. 1.8), m is the
limit of log convex functions and so it too is log convex (c.f. Seneta
Theorem 3.7). ^en M is primitive Miller (1961, Theorem la) shows that m
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on (d^ 6>J. In fact his proof also works

is an analytic function of 0

It is easy to see that. Lemma II.1.1 remains true
when M is irreducible.
•
when

AA

is is defined by (IV.1.6) and hence
< ft '.

In the one type process a very simple lower bound sufficed when
(IV.1.3) failed. In the multitype process the same idea is used but the
details are more complicated. The sequence
J

is called a cycle of length r if

V «v •> *L*>ij7

f '

^~4v • Let

of elements of

B'^J)

be defined

thus

defined by

Let

The quantity

^(

, which will be a lower bound on lim inf ^ y A » is now

defined by the following formula, (—00 -Kt> - +&> here)

d ^
where y= \Q\

r

a cycle r^ y I (iv.l.ll)

. The set over which the infimum is taken must be non-empty

because the process is irreducible. When there is just one type this formula
obviously reduces to that given in Chapter II, (II.1.8).
The types of the people in the line of descent of any (n-l)th
generation person forms a sequence of elements of 3

of length n. When

n > y any such sequence must contain within it a cycle of length r for
some r<y. Removing this cycle leaves a sequence of length n-r and provided
that n~r£y the same procedure may be used again, and so on. In this way
the original sequence may be split into cycles of total length k together
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with a sequence of length n-k where n-k < y. Each of these cycles has length
less than y. Therefore, using (lV.1.10) and (IV.1.11),
for all i and Jii.9.

(IV.1.12)

However

and so (IV. 1.12) yields
im

a.s. on S.

Therefore if we define
^ \Af

by

A:

when (IV. 1.3) holds

(IV.1.13)
and

when (IV.1.3) fails,

with o* given by (iV.ll), then
— ^ ^

tSt on

holds in general.
As in the corresponding section in Chapter II we will now discuss
the relationships between o(t p , 0

and ms the condition (IV,1,3) is

assumed to hold. V/e already know that Lemma II. 1.1 holds and if we now
prove Lemma II. 1.2 holds in the multitype process then it is easy to see
that the proofs of the other lemmas in Section II.1 go through without
change.
The infimum in (IV.1.11) is over a finite set and so must be attained.
If I is a minimising cycle and I has length d then
, .
LA}. . . N
dot = o< C Lj L)

for all i in I.

(iv.1.15)

Also, by an argument just like that leading to (lV.1.12)

n <* <

for all i in

(iv.1.16)
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and since we may use mostly the cycle I in passing from i to i in n
generations we can see that

O

(IV. 1.1?)

Now when a is greater than (X and i is in I, from (lV.1.2),(lV.l,io) and
(IV. 1.15),

(ft\aad)~ as

&

tends to infinity. While from (IV.1.8)

This proves the first part of Lemma II. 1.2. From (IV.1.2), (IV.1.10) and
(IV. 1.16) the function

must be decreasing in & for each n. From (IV. 1.8),

= t>~ C
and so it too must be decreasing with & . Thus Lemma 11,1.2 does hold for
the multitype process.

TV.2, The upper bounds,
In this section we will use Theorem II.2.3 to find a sequence of
upper .bounds on lim sup & n /ft .We must make some additional assumptions
which will be removed in due course. Let us assume that the process is
primitive and that each "Z-. is concentrated on (Oj*$ . Let us also assume
t)
that the initial ancestor is of type i.
The idea is to construct new one type branching random walks made
up only of type i people. To construct the kth of these we proceed as follows.
The nth generation consists of all those type i people in the (nk)th
generation of the old process whose ancestor in the (rk)th generation is
of type i for each r in 1 £ r ^ n-1. Quantities in these new processes
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be denoted by a subscript, k. Then from (IV.1.2),

R

( 0}

-:

\(ej

»

(IV. 2.1)

If k=rs where r and s are positive integers then the (ns)th
generation of the rth process will be contained in the nth generation of
the kth process. Thus Sr.cS.,, , W (Q] < m (e) and
*
T%
*
K
,

N

(IV.2.2)

Therefore, if
(5" z: I* v R=3 where n is a positive integer jj
the sets

o^

an(i ^ne functions (rnDii

(IV.2.3)

increase as k tends to infinity

through <T" . We will assume that k is confined to 0* in what follows. From
(IV. 1.8) and (IV.2.1) we can see that

y

as

^^>

(IV. 2.

For large k these new branching random walks are supercritical.
Therefore by Theorem II. 2. 3,

^y

a.s> on . s

.
Obviously D ^ ^v? an(^ so
a.s. on
Since each ^Z;-

0

is concentrated on (000^ the sequence IB J

is monotonic

and so
o

r\

Therefore
Urvx ^r> ^__

^

V*
——

a.s, on

$>,

(IV.2.5)
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Lemma IV. 2.1.
IKY*

0,

^ O

a.s.

Proof . Let x be the vector with x in the ith place and ones elsewhere.
k/
Let f (s) be the kth iterate of the multitype generating function, f(s),
associated with the embedded Galton-Watson process of the original branching
random walk. Then

Take K so large that ff> LS^J>O f where K is in <y . Then, since

OL

increases

with k,

for kj K .

(IV.2.7)

By assumption the process is primitive so that it follows from (IV.2.6) and
Theorem II. 7.2 of Harris (1963) that

We know that S^ c £

and so this combines with (IV.2.?) to prove1 the lemma.

Clearly

, and so, from (IV.1.1?),
as
Also when W>(00\

->^>.

(IV. 2.

is finite for some Q, strictly greater than zero,

so that
i]

dv.2.9)

It now follows from (IV.1.13),(IV.2.2) ,(IV.2.4) ,(IV.2.8) and (IV.2.9) in a
similar way to Lemma II. 2.1 that
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,*

-

(fUcr fe^»*X

(iv. 2. io)

Therefore, from (iV.l.^) , (IV.2.5) , Lemma IV. 2.1 and (IV.2.10)

--

a-St on Sg

(IV. 2. 11)

The assumption that the process is primitive is now removed quite
simply. If the process is irreducible and has period p then by Theorems 1.^
?
—?
1.7 of Seneta (1973) the matrices J and <V\(03 consist of square primitive
A

t

diagonal "blocks, and those of t»U0j

P

£

have the maximum eigenvalue tv\(0^ .

Therefore, since the initial ancestor is of type i, the process consisting
only of the (np)th generations of the old process is primitive, (its set of
but just those j in 9 for which (TP);:>O .) It
/ - v
and hence, using the monotonicity
o
is easy to check that lim o /o

types is not the whole of §

» (lV.2.11) holds. The assumption that "Z;-«i is concentrated on tOjO
for each i and j is removed by using the bounded modification in just the
of B

same way as is done at the end of Section II. 2. The assumption that the
initial ancestor is of type i does not matter since (lV.2.11) is now known
to hold under P;

for each i in 3

and so must also hold under ' n^- for

any TT .
THEOREM IV ,2. 2
In the irreducible supercritical branching random walk
a.s. on S

(IV. 2. 12)

with 7) given by (IV. 1.13). El
If we let p be defined by (1.2.5) then since ™( G] is log convex
and analytic on (0, 0J

Lemma 1.2.3 still holds and yj and vv may still be

defined by (1.2.8). Then all of the proofs of the Lemmas and Propositions
in Section II. b go through without change.

IV. 3. The assumption that the process is supercritical.
An irreducible branching random walk is called singular when each
person has exactly one child with probability 1 ; thenJP£$>l and m(o)=l. By
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Theoerem II. 10.1 of Harris (1963) the event S has positive probability if
and only if the irreducible branching random walk is supercritical or
singular. Obviously no result like Theorem IV. 2. 2 can hold when S has
probability zero. It is natural to wonder what happens when the process
is singular.
Let us assume that the branching random walk is singular. When
is just the sum of n independent identically

there is just one type 8

distributed random variables. Thus, by the strong law of large numbers,
$*J*->X with #^GECBCx>3 whenever this expectation exists and (lV.2.12)
can fail when t£O?>0> l

does not exist. In the multitype case let the type
, then l<f*j forms a Markov chain

of the person in the nth generation be £

)>;.- =
I J

with its transition probabilities given by

«\)

then the distribution of g

depends only on &

-

ttf.-. Let
J

"
and C , The ergodic theorem

E

will be used to derive the appropriate strong law for
Let
€•

loi

be the stationary distribution of the matrix p;:

^

be chosen using fi

and let

. The shift transformation is then measure-preserving

for the process ( e!^ B / . 'It is also ergodic as the following argument, which
is taken from Breiman (1968, Theorem 7.16), shows. Let X c be the indicator
function of an invariant event and let

.

rr- p._

t

. /- x

. I

^(O- ^l^-^ I C*"- C J then

- £ric /e"*J~- YY**1!)

(iv. 3.1)

thus (*/'('€ "Jj" J is a martingale which will converge almost sure3.y to X
Since for each n

^(^) has the same distribution it follows that *fi i}

can

only take the values zero and one. However, from ( IV ,3.1), M^) - Z'p-y 4^j and
so since Pj

is irreducible either ^fa-o

for all i or ^Ij •=- i.

for all i.

Thus if we assume that

E ; L(^}~ ! e'" = j] : ^j } < «,
and let

(iv.3.2)
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-i) - EC^S'
j
^ I £(l)=i3
then we may apply the ergodic theorem to show that
(IV.3.3)

O.S.
under R^ . However

A; > 0

for all i in 3

and so ^V^ ff^ for any

initial distribution tr . Thus (IV.3.3) holds for any initial distribution.
When prS- o

where

a.s. the process defined by

x, - ?*

N(t) = sup^n : rv^ ^ 6 < tj is a Semi -Markov process as defined for

example by Pyke (1961). There is a substantial literature on such process,
in particular Pyke and Schaufele (196^-, last paragraph of £ 5) give a strong
law which contains that given above (when p*^ o). Their proof uses the ideas
of renewal theory rather than the ergodic theorem.
In the supercritical case when the condition (IV.1.3) holds
given by the formula

We will now show that this is also true for a singular process. Since i*(.0\ is
/

convex and continuously differentiable on

where

n>x ( o)

A

£$», 0^} it follows that

is a one-sided derivative when 0, - o . It is easy to see that

(IV.3.*0 is equivalent to

thus we must establish that the right side of (IV.3.3) equals -rvk(o) whenever
(IV.1.3) holds.
The matrix ftY0) has right and left eigenvectors VJ6) and

LA ((9)

corresponding to the eigenvalue t*(&) . These may be normalised so that
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1 --\

ana ul$).V(&}-l. The symbol 1 is used for the number one and

f

for the vector wi.th all of its components one. The implicit function theorem
applies to the equations lA(0).(Mfe)-m(0):0=0 and wft?Kl=l to prove that u(0)
has elements which are analytic, and hence differentiate, in (Ott et). Therefore
we may differentiate the identity

U(W. M0) ' m(6)u(ej to obtain

u'(S0).
Now multiplying through by Vte) gives

u(e). fa'lfl.vfo) ~ <*'(o}*

(iv.3.5)

Notice that V (0); =1 and u^s/jj f and also that

dv.3.6)
and so

/hto: =
J

-

Therefore letting 0 tend to zero in (IV.3.5) shows that

It also follows from (IV.3.6) that (IV.3.2) holds and hence so does (lV.3.3).
Combining this with Theorem IV.2.2 completes the proof of the following
proposition.
Proposition IV.3.1
In any irreducible branching random walk satisfying the condition (IV.1.3)
a.s. on S,
with

given by (lV.3».

IV./I. The assumption that the -process is irreducible.
When the incidence matrix J is not irreducible Theorem IV.2.2
cannot be expected to hold. However under some extra, quite stringent,
conditions an appropriate analogue of that result can be established.

A classification of 9 which is similar to that used in the theory of
Markov chains must first be made.
Two distinct types i and j are said to communicate when for some
m and n (j ;,.(T*)j>O. Each type is defined to communicate with itself.
up into communicating classes. A communicating class

Thus we may split 0

is called closed if whenever i is in it and 3~ -X
Now let v)n«- ,,« 9^.

be the closed communicating classes of £)

need not be any) and let 3^
If £ £ ft

then j is in it also.

be the remainder.
then we obtain

and the initial ancestor is in £

what will be called the

(there

£. -restricted process in the following way. We

consider only those first generation people whose types lie in <£
then only their children whose types lie in £

and

and so on. We can still

define the matrix |Y\(£>) by (IV.0.2). Quantities in the

3s -restricted

process will be denoted by a subscript, s. Thus

NU
^IfJij-

'-

MUM-

ujj

c

For convenience we will assume that
to (.6<3 -< &*

9* > ^

for some

though a weaker assumption would suffice.
^fa

If the initial ancestor is in ZJg for s > 1 then since ^ is closed
the

3<- -restricted process and the whole process coincide. Since ^

is a

communicating class the 3$ -restricted process is irreducible and so we
may apply Proposition IV. 3.1 to see that
a.s. on S.
We may assume that

O l ^ 0^<

Let us now impose the extra condition that
v/ --restricted process never survives.
the C/

By

Theorem II.10.1 of Harris (1963), for (IV.^.l) to hold it is necessary and
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sufficient that mp(o^l

and that no communicating class in 90

is

singular (as defined in the preceeding section). This is the stringent
condition mentioned at the start of this section.
When the condition (IV.4.1) holds there is some generation in which
r A
there are only people with types in g ^s . Let the Nth be the first such
-'""
v
generation. Since £lsUh]> £ ^ n

each person in the Nth generation initiates

an independent copy of the original branching random walk with the distributions
appropriate to his type. Thus any person in the Nth generation with a type in
$$

is the initial ancestor of an

$$ -restricted process to which

Proposition IV. 3.1 applies. Hence if we let
generation a person whose type is in

Js

S

be the event that in 'some

initiates a surviving branching

random walk then it follows from (IV.4.1) that
a.s. on

S= U S
5=1

s

and

O

(IV.4.2)

for H s < r.
If instead of considering closed communicating classes we let
be all of the communicating classes then it is possible that (lV.4.2) still
holds. This would dispense with the condition (iV.^.l). I have made no progress
towards either establishing 'or disproving this.
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V. STIRZAKER'S PROBLEM.

This chapter is concerned with the following process. The initial
ancestor is at the origin on the real line; he forms the zeroth generation.
He produces children not only in the first generation as would "be natural,
but also in subsequent ones. His children in the nth generation have positions
which are described by the point process

\t(n)

X

0 <«i

. Let 5

te tne <r-field

generated .by all of the births to people in the rth generation for 0 i r^ (n-l).
(This tf-field contains all the information about the births of people in
the first n generations and some information about births in subsequent
ones.) Then each person in the nth generation has children independently of
each other and of 3

{M

.

.

an<^ "^ne positions of the children in the (n+r)th

generation of an nth generation person at the point x form point processes
with the same distributions as (A C»-i\J. Obviously if A

- &

for n ^ 2

this is just the one-type branching random walk described in the Introduction,
This process will be called a skipping process, because people skip generations.
Let f 3ri be the positions of the people in the nth generation and
let *T"

be the event that the nth generation is non-empty. As usual

Let S be the event that there people in infinitely many generations; thus
C
o

-

Iukvi
$ up

Let •? be the (random) set of integers

f n :T

occurs)

. The obvious

problem now is to show that, for some constant 0,
. ,

oH

n

a ' s ' on S;

this problem was suggested by Dr. D. Stirzaker, hence the title of this
chapter. V/e will need some condition that guarantees that 1?LSJ>0 and so we
will assume that
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•

as this turns out to be appropriate. The process will be called supercritical
when (V.0.2) holds.
In the first section a lower bound on the asymptotic behaviour of
W*)i
D /r\

is established. The second section contains some results about the

event S. The third section establishes upper bounds on the asymptotic
behaviour of b /r\ , completing the proof of (V.O.l). It may seem that the
process described above is very artificial however in the fourth section
this process is shown to arise in a natural way in the study of the multitype
branching random walk.

V.I. The lower bound,
Let us define i^A>(#)

by

(v.i.D
Let ijs^i ^e ^e positions of the deseendents in the (n+k)th generation

(*)
of the person at J r- in the nth generation. Then

and taking expectations of this, first conditional on *J

and then

unconditionally, reveals that

Now if p = g.c.d. £n: m (£) - o]

then when 0< r< p the (npH-r)th

generation is empty for all n. Thus without any essential loss in generality
we may assume that p = l.(The skipping process will be called aperiodic
when p = 1.) Then, by Lemma A^ of Seneta(l9?3, p!84) , there exists
such that
(V.I. 2)
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is possible to give a formula for itt(0). Let

then it is easy to show that
n-i

T of fe»

mCn'fe> Thus if

r

/ |Tv^_» ^ n
i (0) S

then, by standard renewal theory Feller (1968 p330),
\

and since each side of this equation must have the same radius of convergence
we have

Notice in particular that T lT (o}>l.(that is (V.0.2) holds) if and only
if m(o)>l and that when m(o)^ 1 it follows from (V.1.2) that, for large n,

(v.i

lyT(o)>i.
We will assume from now on that the condition
for some
holds.. As usual AA
applies. Also
^i

(V.1.5)

is defined by ^ = inf (£ Vc^'(9^j and Lemma II. 1J.

? is given by
Svf [a-. JVA (*)<!] - i>ffA : (^W>»i.

Now from (V.l.l) and (V.1.2)

and so

60 > O

(V.I. 6)
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Therefore
U
.&-

b

v/
£

V.2. Ultimate survival.
Let S,

"be the event that there are people in all but finitely

many generations ; then
Oj

Obviously S^cS

-

U*v\ \<\*£

"l

,

; we shall prove that S, =. S

a.s. Of course this depends

on the assumption that the skipping process is aperiodic. Thus the n £ ^ in
( V.O.I) is not important.
We can construct an embedded Gal ton-Wats on process from the skipping
process in the following way. All of the children of the initial ancestor,
regardless of their real generation, are considered to be in the nth
E-generation (E for embedded). All of their children form the second
E-generation and so on. This- is a Gal ton-Watson process because the nth
E-generation people give birth independently of one another and of

G

in the

same way as the initial ancestor.
Let S be the event that the embedded process surives. Clearly SCS.
The event S\S can only occur when some person has infinitely many children.
If this latter event has positive probability then one of that person's
children must also have infinitely many children (almost surely) and so on;
thus \?C£\^l = ft Therefore S=S almost surely and the event S has positive
probability whenever the embedded process is supercritical, that is when
( V.0.2) holds. Thus (V.0.2) is the appropriate condition to guarantee
that $C$l>t> as was claimed. If h(s) is the generating function of the
embedded Gal ton-Watson process then
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From any realization of the skipping process we can construct
one of a related branching random walk in the following way. The first
generation is formed by taking all of the descendents of the initial
ancestor in the kth generation, the second by taking all of their descendents
in the (2k)th generation and so on. This will be called the k-step process.
Quantities in the k-step branching random walk will be denoted by a
4

subscript, k. Notice that
(
and so, by (V.1./4-) m^ to)

is strictly greater than one for large k. The

k-step process then survives with positive probability.
Lemma V.2.1

^ -s
and
Proof.
———

a.s.

on S a.s. as n

r : -J ""

and N be such that
Let k be such that rn(0)>l
K

for all n^N, this is possible from (V.1.2) and ( V.2.1) since
There is a positive probability that there are k distinct people P(l)...P(k)
in the Nth generation and then there is a positive probability that for
each i P(i) produces a child in the (2N+i)th generation who initiates a
surviving k-step process. Denote this event by U; thus *F[uQ"> O . Let U r
be the event that U occurs in the skipping process initiated by some person
in the rth E -generation. Now

l\ r C $ t C $

and #?3^:s}-*<» as n~*<*?

on U, Harris (I963,ill.6), and

1PM as r tends to infinity, as usual by Theorem 11.7,2 of Harris. P
Lemma V.2.2

asn-><*>

forO$s<l.
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Proof . Since
1

£.

Ivr* £v,a*T

~

we have
\

and so by Lemma V.2.1

For any N
.

By Lemma V.2.1

-

(¥.2.2)

tends to infinity on S and obviously it tends

to zero on the complement of S thus f?[p<#:f3*?;r]<NJ tends to zero as n
tends to infinity. Thus letting n and then N tend to infinity in (V.2,2)
proves the result J

V,3» The upper bounds,
Fix k with ttVCo)"*!' so that a k-step process has a probability
p>0 of surviving. Now fix d with 0^ d<k. Each person in the (sk+d)th
generation can be considered to be the initial ancestor of a k-step process.
(r\
(t\\
Let Y be the position of an (sk-fd)th generation person and let B.
in the skipping process initiated by him, then

Since Theorem II.2.3 applies to this k-step process we get
«.

whenever some person in the (sk+d)th generation initiates a surviving kstep process. The probability of this event is
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which tends to f&l

as s tends to infinity by Lemma V.2.2. Hence

_sue** JL-.

^ £5

a.s. on S.

This applies for each d in 0< d< k and so

n

<

j?
fc

a.s. on S.

Now just as in (IV.2.9)

and so it follows from (V.1.2) and (V.2.1) that K^/ fc 4, ^

as k tends

to infinity through 0% where G" is again defined by (IV.2..3). This completes
the proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM V.3,1.
In an aperiodic supercritical skipping process satisfying (V.1.5)
_

a.s. on S

with '/given by (V. 1.6). 13

V.4. The riiul.titype branching random walk.
Let us now return to the primitive supercritical multitype branching
random walk described in the preceeding chapter. Let us suppose that (IV.1.3)
holds and, for the moment that the initial ancestor is of a fixed type, i.
Consider the new process constructed in the following way. It consists
only of the type i people in the original process, and they belong to the
same generations in the new process. Take an nth generation person of type
i; in the new process his children in the (nvk)th generation are just his
descendents of type i in the (n+k)th generation who have no ancestor of
type i in the rth generation for n < r < n-fk. This new process is a skipping
M*>

process. To see this let A\

be the afield generated by the births of all

of the descendents of those nth generation people who are not of type i
together with all of the births in the first n generations. Then
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and the multitype branching random walk initiated by an nth generation
person of type i is independent of A , and hence of C , and has the
same distributions as the original branching random walk.
It is easy to see that

and so from (IV.1.8) and (V.1.20)the symbol m(0}

is unambiguous. Since

rrv(o}>t the remark after equation (V.1.3) shows that (V.0.2) holds for
this skipping process. Also if f is the generating function of the embedded
multitype Galton-Watson process and x is the vector with x in the ith place
and ones elsewhere then

For 0< x <1 we may let n tend to infinity to see, using Lemma V.2.2 and
Theorem II. 7.2 of Harris, that the events of ultimate survival of the
skipping process and of the multitype branching random walk are the same
(almost surely). Thus we may apply Theorem V.3.1 to the skipping process
that we have constructed to deduce that, under n\ ,
a.s. on S;
the definition of

u (i)

is given by ( IV. 1.9). The skipping process is

aperiodic because the multitype process is primitive.
Suppose now that the initial person has the type j, not necessarily
equal to i. Then each person of type i in the rth generation initiates
a skipping process of the kind constructed- above and so, using (IV.1.?)

HUi —«.? 0

a.s.

whenever one of these skipping processes survives. Let p be the vector
with l-^?Kl in the ith place and ones elsewhere. Then the probability
that one of these skipping process survives is

which tends to I£tS"3

as r tends to infinity, by Theorem II. 7. 2 of

Harris. Thus (V.^.l) holds under ff*;*)
•

also. This proves the following

Corollary to Theorem V.3.1.
COROLLARY VA.l.
In a supercritical primitive "branching random walk for which ( IV. 1.3) holds

n

a .s. on S

for each i in § , with tf given by (IV.1.13).
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VI. THE EXTREMES OF A BRANCHING RANDOM WALK WITH A
COUNTABLE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT TYPES.

The description of a multitype branching random walk that was given
in Chapter IV does not require that $ be finite. In this chapter we will
consider the case when 3
matrix N\(9)
set 3

is countable, but not finite. The (infinite)

is still defined by (IV. 0.2). Let us identify the index

with the non-negetive integers and let the matrix 5 be defined by
- \ - 4,

if

-

a§s> and

(~2

otherwise

then Jl
J «3,J ^1 for each i. This is a rather odd definition when compared
with that of J, (iV.O.l), but it ensures that the powers of J are well
'V

ft

defined. The matrix J may be used to classify the types of j

just as is

done in Markov chain theory. We will assume that the process is primitive
in the sense that 5

forms a single communicating cilass of period one

•v

/y f\

with respect to J. That is, for any i and j IJ j^* °

for some n,and for

any i l=g.c.d.{n: (S""");^ °3 .
The analogue for infinite non-negative matrices of the PerronFrobenius theory of finite non-negative matrices, which is what was being
used in Chapter IV, is discussed in Chapter 6 of Seneta's book (1973); in
particular because of the Corollary to Theorem 6.1, we can define m(6>\ by
»v

for any i in J

.We will assume that
for some

&*> °

(VI.O.l)

and that
>1 >

Let us define B° Bj) and

K/V

(IV. 1.9) and (IV. 1.6) and ^ by

as in Chapter IV, that is by (IV.0.4)

(VI. 0.2)
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(vi. 0.3)
First we will consider whether
a,s.

cm

(VI.

The condition ( VI. 0.2) will be seen to be sufficient to guarantee that
0 for all i in 0 . The result ( VI. 0.4) does not hold in general
and the counterexample presented in the next section indicates why it can
fail. In the second section an analogue of Corollary V.4.1 is established
by using a truncation of the type set to make it finite.

VI. 1, A counterexample,
When the parent is at the origin :
a person of type i has a child of type i+1 at d- ,
"
children of type 0 at r^ with
has
a person of type i
probability
a person of type 0 has a child of type 0 at c,
The numbers fail 1^?

and c are a11 greater than zero and satisfy the

inequalities
foralln>l

(Vl.l.i)

o
0
o

o

o

I

Since -|-M(o) is a recurrent Markov matrix it follows from Theorem 6.6 of
Seneta (1973) that ra(o)=2. Notice that MtQ)^ |\\[O) for all 0\ o and
so m(&)

is finite for all &>o . Thus. (VI.O.l) holds. The process is

obviously primitive.
It will follow from the discussion in the next section and (VI. 1.1)

9?
that o - c.

. Let

ft,

be the event that a person of type 0 occurs and

let "fl^ be the event that none occurs. Then it is easy to see that

on

A,

(VI.1.2)

if and only if
A
T7
Q
. o_

>•" tf

(vi, 1.3)

When (VI. 1.3) fails it is clear that Is M
if J? Q U/ A

does. Thus <7

and when it is not lim & /n

tends to a limit" if and only

need no longer be a lower bound on lim inf & /f\
need not exist.
•

Now let us suppose that ( VI. 1.3) holds. Then ( VI. 1.2) holds and
_ - /ir^^f S^
•^

and

(»m£v«rt 5 -z. l»<^ SXAC, 270J.

*%

'

In

•

On H^

'———'

Thus (VI.O.^) can fail if ^tA3>c> which occurs if and only if
60

57 p, < °° .

(vi.i./o

Notice that an examination of AuO) does not reveal whether (Vl.l.ty) holds
or not, so that two branching random walks may have the same f\M&} and yet
in only one of them does (VI;0.^) hold. This contrasts with the results
of the preceeding chapters. This example suggests that (Vl.O.fy) can only
be expected to hold if the process is 'well behaved at infinity in the type
set 1 ,

VI .2. The truncation of the type set.
Let the type of the initial ancestor be i. It is shown in Seneta
(1968) that it is possible to find a sequence of finite subsets of f) ,
•[ 3~\ » with the f°llowinS properties :

f

"^ I

the matrix [ Mfe) "• J5 ^^"ri is irreducible.
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We can consider for each T the process obtained from the original one by
allowing only those lines of descent which lie in ?T , the

3T -restricted

process in the terminology of Section IV. J*. Quantities in the 9 -restricted
process will be denoted by a subscript, T.
Since the original process is primitive

l=g.c.d.jn : (|Y\J «. ^ £> J

and from Lemma A*f of Seneta (l973tp!83) there exists distinct primes s and t
and (rV\ fc) t: > O

such that (W?) u>0

. For large T

(W?T} U

and

must also be strictly greater than zero and then l=g.c.d.£n: ff\\r)j
Thus for large T the

^-restricted process is actually primitive.

By Theorem 3 of Seneta (1968)

f
and so the 3r-restricted process is supercritical for large T. That is
]P^CST"3>0 but

5>._ C S

and so ?? CS]>C> which shows that the condition

(VI.0.2) is sufficient to ensure that B>lfS]i> 0

for all i as vras asserted.

Also, as usual, Xp4- 0 . This is how we know that 0 - C. in the counter
example of the previous section since, because of (VI.l.l), OT - C-

for

any irreducible truncation in that case.
We can now apply Corollary V.^.l to the

0 -restricted process to

show that for each j in -V

r\

a.s. on

To make effective use of this fact we need a lower bound on lim inf & (
which we now derive. When <*h) is finite there exists a vector v(e) with
strictly positive entries such that

this information is contained on pl63 of Seneta (1973). It follows, as usual,
that
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and hence that

*

a,s.

> O

Therefore for j in

o
The events

S-p

.,

increase to an event S. The counterexample in the preceeding

section shows that it is possible that TV^Cs\!l">0 since there Sfr f\ 4

,

^^2-^2, and the process 'drifts to infinity 1 on flz . The following
proposition shows that this is typical. Let S(j) be the event that there
are people of type j in infinitely many generations.
Proposition VI, 2.1.

Proof. Take T such that cr^o)>l and j is in 9T . Let N t

be the

first generation in which a person of type j occurs and denote that person
by P(l) . In general let t4 r
type j occurs after the

$

be the first generation in which a person of
-restricted process initiated by p(r-l)has

died out. Denote this person by P(r). When Mr is finite the

9r -restricted

process initiated by P(r) is independent of the first N r generations of the
process and survives with probability ^C-ST"3 . Therefore

Now on

$7 a) 0* S \S

Ns

is finite for all s. Therefore
=^0 .Q

If we now let T tend to infinity in (VI.2.1) we arrive at the following
theorem. Notice that if

$

were finite (VI.O.^) would follow from this

theorem since then S\S is empty and

&

- min i S (^3 - j £ 3j
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THEOREM VI. 2. 2.

In a primitive multitype "branching random walk with a countable number of
different types, satisfying (VI.O.l) and ( VI. 0.2), there is an event. S
which has positive probability such that for any i in
v/1

—^ 0
*~*

and on S\S

^

a.s. on S,
v/

no type occurs in infinitely many generations. The constant 8

is given by (VI. 0.3).
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APPENDIX ON THE KULTITYPE GALTQN-WATSON PROCESS.

We will consider the following slight generalization of the multitype
Galton-Watson process. The type set ,$ , is finite. Let,for each i in

9

be a set of random variables taking values in ?o j^z,, ^<*>i

i^.j-jtSS

. An

initial ancestor is created to form the zeroth generation. He produces children
to form the first generation and if his type is i then the number of children
of the various types that he produces has the same distributions as iW',- : j^2)j.
Thus he may have an infinite number of children. These first .generation people
give birth independently of one another and the number of children of the
various types born to a first generation person of type"k has the same
distributions as £^- '. ^eSi

• The discussion of this process that follows

is based upon Chapter II of Harris's book (1963). With the convention that
1-1

and C ~ O for c < 1 the generating function of this Galton-Watson

process is given by

where both f and s are vectors with their components indexed by j
< 1_
0 ^ S-*--"*"

. Let N l)•.
for each i in 51
w

and

the number of people of
be
•

type j in the nth generation. Then since people in the nth generation give
birth independently,

Mj"'>
J

J

_
-

^'-,
tE. Lvjl^*-,
d
.

—I

and hence the probability generating function of •£ ^ j J when the initial
ancestor is of type i is given by the ith component of the nth iterate of
f, that is CJ*Vs^' .
Let q. be the vector whose ith component is the probability that
the multitype Galton-Wa/tson process dies out when the initial ancestor is
of type i. The original process dies out if and only if either the first
generation is empty or the multitype Galton-Watson process initiated by
each person in the first generation dies out. Thus
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Let the matrix J be defined by
(~ ^

when N;= O

a.s. and

""^^

otherwise.

Let us assume that the process is primitive, that is for some r the rth power
of the matrix J has all of its elements strictly positive. Harris calls such
a process positively-regular. The mean matrix M, defined by

*v

which may have infinite entries, is then primitive. When M has only finite
entries it has a maximum eigenvalue m which is real and strictly greater than
zero, Seneta (l973i Theorem 1.5)» and we will take m to be infinite when M
has any infinite entries. Let us assume from now on that m>l. Consider the
process constructed from this multitype Galton-Watson process in the following
way. The initial ancestor is the same. The first generation contains at most
N children of each type, the rest being ignored. The second generation is
constructed in the same way from their children and so on. This is just a
Galton-Watson process built up using copies of t^^C^^N) *. ^jt33
than

IN-.. : ij t9J

rather

. For large N Theorem II.7.1 of Harris applies to the

new process to show that it survives with positive probability whatever the
type of the initial ancestor. Since the original process survives if this new
process does we ca,n see that

<^. < 1

for each i. It is not hard to show

that this is still true if we only assume that J is irreducible (i.e. for
each i and j

(l *"),.> 0 for some r).

If a person can have an infinite number of children with positive
probability then when there are an infinite number of children born into
some generation there are almost surely an infinite number of children in all
subseouent ones. Thus'infinity'is an absorbing state of this Markov chain.
Combining this fact with the discussion in Section II.6 of Harris we can see
that the states of the process other than zero and infinity are transient, that
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is that

^

^

v «s

for any K.
Since

($ \o)} L ^ PC ? N.*l 0 1 N*?1 * 1 3
•^ **

r <°> ^ <v .

we know that

Now for s«l (i.e. strict inequality in each component)

t-

x I (f ( S)j . u

«

and so, "by letting n and then K tend to infinity

-> -V •
We will need this result for s< 1 (strict inequality in some
component). Since
the process is primitive, and so for some r (~3"j-.>O for each
i and j^
J

for each i and j. Therefore if s <1 then

(s) « JL

and then

as n —> °o .
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